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poésie
poetry

[It is true] all salads rebuke dresses.

Jack ANDERSON

The Social Contract

This poem must begin,
"This poem happened,
it really happened,"
for that is its point.
One night while riding
the London underground
I watched a young man
(accepting what looked like
a friend's whispered dare)
strip off his clothes
and fold them up neatly
until he was left
with not a stitch on,
except for the boots
he'd had to remove
for just a short time
to get his jeans down.
There he sat
on his pile of clothes,
buck naked,
clean and muscular,
and with a nice smile.
All of us in that car
gasped first and stared,
looking him over
(some blushing, some brazen),
then, seeing what he meant
and would do no harm,
we smiled back,
his friends now
and friends of one another.

And any time anyone
got on at a station
we turned in unison,
waiting to see
what would come next,
only to relax
when the stranger relaxed
and became our new friend.
Still, someone someplace
must have complained
to someone else there,
for at one stop
a uniform
appeared in the door
and ordered the guy,
but softly, politely,
to put on his clothes,
which he did
with no fuss,
and we went our own ways.
Yet while he was naked
we were joined together
in sweet solidarity:
it was all so innocent,
so civilized,
so good.
And this is important,
for it really happened,
and that it really happened
is the point of this poem.

A Brief Summary of the System

The 1 of which there is
The 2 operations
The 3 decisions
The 4 pronouncements
The 5 syllogisms
The 6 conditions of the sevenfold vision
The 7 irrefutables
The 8 procedures of will
The 9 renunciations

The 10 exemplifications
The 11 orders
The 12 disciplines
The 13 returnings to the 1
Memorization continues
Instruction follows
then quizzes
         tests
        ordeals

The Bippum

I was just moseying along minding my business not thinking of much
when out of nowhere the bippum got to me the bippum the bippum the
absolute bippum tapped my shoulder NO! the bippum kicked my butt and
the bippum is here now running beside me pinching me onward shoving
me panting into the next time the bippum sneaks up yanks me out of
harm's way pushes me into the thick of I falter fall the bippum raises
me helps me so the bippum drops me again to fend for myself the bippum
watching airily above my head NO! the bippum burrows through my brain
loiters in my heart nestles in my pores NO! the bippum is beyond all
around I rush toward the bippum the bippum melts firms clobbers me
blessing me kissing me licking me lashing me tongueing smooching
embracing wrestling me to the ground pinned I grip the bippum gropes
me NO! there's nothing there but a void of broad daylight and the
bippum the bippum the inescapable growing bigger broader shrinking
to a seed the great bippum tingling frothing at my mouth leaving
me speechless rocketing racketing but still still the bippum hushes

flares silent signals bip bip expletive expletive expletive deleted
NO! the bippum my dearest I say returns soothing socks my jaw pulls
up my socks fondles me flusters me fidgety I swipe at the bippum I
caress I implore I scurry from scamper to throw myself at against
every which way expecting dreading orgasmic delirious giggling agog
NO! it's the bippum happens that way agog the bippum there there ouch
an itch inside and out in the street a snowstorm windstorm out of
nowhere anyhow now as I was just moseying along

Drizzle

A green bus turned a drizzled corner
in the drizzling gray the green bus turned
turned a corner drizzling onward
drizzle the windshield wipers parted
the street gapes on the bus long gone
the bus far gone this corner turned
where wipers parted the corner stayed
green gone gray and drizzling on

Point Deadly

A strong whiff of carbolic still tainted the air.
And where were the keys of the beach house hidden?
What color were the bedroom hangings?

Her name was Thelma? Velma? Valda, maybe?
You knew that gown was begging to get mussed.
Empty bottle. Tough cookie. Ashtray with stubs.
And the waves just kept on crashing, crashing.
Wanda, the waves just kept on crashing.

Cranky

Shucks let's semicolon this,
that'll spike its spittle;
but it grits me so
I feel like November's
march step matchstick
hyphenation won't pacify. Let's parenthesize,
prick future tense.
Grammar's granny
darns syllables
under pond ice
(November's march past).
We flap, quack,
poor funky plosives.
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Michael CASTRO

CHILI-MAC
–for Allen Ginsberg

Poets want Irv's Good Food
not because of the sight rhyme
but because this is a real diner,
white tiled exterior
& spinning counter stools—
the last of a dying breed
in South St. Louis.
Greasy menus,
Nehru capped cook,
lone gray waitress,
winos & investment brokers—
all bow & nod
to thy egalitarian fare.
A genuine place.
Bus stop pacers get invited in
out of the cold.
Everyone know everyone—if you're new
you're soon known. No need
to introduce yourself.
Irv & his crew will name you.
                         Ginsberg
came in & tried the Chili-Mac Special,
grilled the cook
about how to make it,
for who, & why.
Is it popular? The interrogation
went on & on. Social
research.
It all boiled down
to three words.
Cheap and Filling.
Allen looked at me.
More for less, I said.
Like good poetry, he smiled.
We ordered some and it filled the bill.
More American than apple pie.
Yankee Doodle's Italian pasta,

the feather in his cap,
tickling Native American beans & peppers.
Multi-cultural dialogue afloat
in the gastric juices.
Irv asked, Is it good?
It was a good year
before I needed to go back.
Allen long gone
from Burroughs' home town.
I walked in the door & was greeted like a regular.
"Howadoin Bud?" said the chef.
"Well, well, well. Mr. Budget." chimed in the waitress.
"Where's Mac?" the chef asked.
I looked at him weird.
"You know,
your friend with the beard," he said.
"Chili-Mac."

VISITING MALIK ON HIS DEATHBED
–for Maurice Malik King

Malik lays on the hospital bed, unconscious,
hooked to machines monitoring every bodily function,
comatose, breathing heavily, responsive
only to pinpricks, not to words.
We talk to him. Maybe he hears.
We tell him those things we don't normally.
How much we love him. How he is us.
We remember his vitality, his joy in living,
the beautiful music of his soul and gleaming
saxophone and eyes. I don't want to remember him this way:
bloated, near naked, splotched with sores. I remember
how he said my name,
and the lift it always gave. Brother
Malik,
if I could lift you now
out of this limbo,
out of this bed, out of this room & its white gloom,
I would. I would lift you like the notes of a golden horn
blown by the purest of breaths.

BLEW IT
–for Woody Shaw

through the tobacco haze
& the clatter of cocktails
through the stench of spilled beer
& the lurching boilermakers
out of the darkness of the pit
where the vipers of the night entwine
he gave language to the black rose
Yeah, they said, he gave language
to the emptiness they shared
he gave them prayer & they said, Yeah
he screeched from the ache in his balls
intricate & instinctive as a spider
his belly blown lines spun a symmetry
spanning the void, flies buzzed quizzically
round his notes on their way to the silent gods
    & the chorus echoed Yeah
as he quenched their summer thirst
He was troubled, he was troubled
by their trouble, for he took it on
sucked it into the bell of his horn
into his gut where it gnawed & got reborn
made it part of his own storm
& he rained, he rained like a dark cloud
he reigned regal as a pharoah, clean as a queen
O he fluttered like a monarch, like Chuang Tzu,
like a caterpillar walking up & finding out
he can fly
& no one wondered why, they just let him die
they just said Yeah, & let him die
for he gave language to the black rose
& down, down in the darkness where its root grows
the cyclopean train shrieked in the tunnel of the soul
a thousand toilets flushed & the excrement of the city rushed
& gargled through the labyrinthine network of subway pipes

a murderous shakti current injected the third rail eye
with a lobotomous blindness he straddled
sinking his feet in the low slow quicksand—
They said Yeah, & lashed him to the tracks
O he had to hear that iron Siren's song
When it came hurtling & wailing out of the darkness
he had to sing along
had to embrace that Golgothan face
for it was late & he was headed home
He'd had too much to drink & he couldn't think
He just blew what he knew to be true
giving language to the black rose
raining all over it so it grows
& no one wondered why
they just said Yeah, & let him fly

MANGIA ITALIANO WITH STEVE
–for Steven Pitters

south side cheap pasta eats
at mangia italiano waiting for the open mike performance bards
to begin their rites—home made noodles & healthy sauces,
salads, all you can eat, less than five bucks, a good deal
meal; restless energy of highschoolers on up
rollicking in the narrow aisles.
From my table through the front glass window I see
two teens lighting a joint; nerdy kids
burst through the aisles to hug & shriek at one another,
restless, sexual, a simulated high
to be not alone,
in not out—the first
poem's about a cop killer—"he did it, didn't give a shit"—
the twenty something poet is pushing it, screaming over the mike,
but no one's listening
too hard, some
not at all—
that poetry might be
the shove of personality; a slightly ill

control of the technological, not technical control
of the illogical; amplification not implication; instead of
an imposing electric voice
a voice imposing itself by electrically enhanced
volume, i.e., in my face—hadn't counted on
that direction—
the poet booms on, a poem
for "the homeless", for "love", for or against
the "suits" & "robots" swiveling in big chairs
in antiseptic offices; the particular
however, unseen—the reality
cops
     walk in, anonymously alerted, two,
a man & woman, crisply uniformed, each
only a few years older than the highschooler heads
they recoil, walkie-talkies blaring
not unlike the unheard poetry, but the cop
poem's over, the dope's already copped, the back room's empty
& in the sudden hush
                                                       no one knows nothing—& I say
X generation misfits, yuppie dropouts, big booming babies, aficionados
of some medicated get-a-life nostalgic sixties never-lived, some cool
jeans commercial, turn off
the TV in your brains—put out your own antennae—
            write about clinking coffee cups
& cops silencing poets—
the best line of the night's
from a musician playing/saying
"free music, the only music
that's worth it"
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Ashley CHAMBERS

Survival of the Passionate

I'd really like to tuck the two sets of five
deeper. Fill the fingernails with the brown
rocks, crumbling dirt and lava. Yes,
further than the core of the earth.
I've seen them with my own blue eyes
(matching the bubbling springs)
Oh love, these are blank stares
fading away from notes jotted.
Addressing more attention to them, (not winks)
the fluent sprinkles of spring water trickling
         down, come down
                                 further, and we can
taste them. Again and again,
until blackberry juice is once again
necessary.
But, dear God, I am not trying to insult
your pure water. (perfect even with fish)
I'm trying to survive
from fingers turning blue.
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Ira COHEN

For Roxanne & Marina Tsvetaeva

Awake in a dark room alone
Downstairs the Goddess of Love sleeps,
her jewels and makeup
in a box till the next performance
Memory dances in the net of illusion—

MahaMaya
& I unable to sleep,
feel myself less substantial,
turning into a memory
Perhaps it is better
to have the heart of a jackal—
I would not come again
to lie in a cradle
or to know the short weight
of earthly love.
Asha Pasha Vinir Mukta
(Freed from the fetters of hope)

Crayonic Message

Sitting with G at Accutreat Film Restoration
                                                      Services
                                                      Center
Gerard tells me:
"You know movie film shrinks, don't you?"
I'm scared enough without knowing any more.
Some people hide everything,
then die at 50 from smelling all the
                                    chemicals
I'm on the verge of tears again
& I remember Jack Smith dying of AIDS
lying in the fetal position behind his
                                                door
after three days of not finding him at home
We're talking 6th floor walkup here—
& then the Blue of Derek Jarman's last film,
made when he was going blind,
falls over my heart
                                     closing my eyes.

On Monk's Mound w/Michael Castro
(or 13 Million Bucketfuls of Earth)

On the way to Cahokia Mounds
just outside St. Louis, a civilization
                        of sun worshippers
which existed there until the 12th century
just before Marco Polo met Kublai Khan
A billboard proclaims that the best solutions
come out of the Blue
Jewish Indians, we move through time
dreaming of smoke signals
& weighing the smoke as we go
All this is part of the Mississippi River
                                                culture
where once Paleo Indians stalked
mastodons & sabre tooth cats
Going back in time the arrow returns
to the bow & we watch as the bowman
                                          slowly fades
The braves still seem to be moving,
the wind blowing their hair
Standing on Monk's Mound
we come closer to the sky
Skin, fat, claws & bones certify our existence
We are living exhibits pondering
the meaning of pleasure in the afterlife
Sun, snake & seed chronicle the cycles
                                          of our sojourn
Looking into the rearview mirror
we can see that the end comes slowly
when the bounty is finally finished
In single file we leave one by one
Don't leave anything behind
because you won't be coming back
Even the old woman who was sitting
on the top step of the highest mound is gone.

Walking the G

I'm with the G walking up Broadway
to Tom's Diner (Thank God Seinfeld is not there)
Gerard is dreaming of meat loaf
We stop on the way to peruse 2nd hand books
on a card table
I say, "Gerard, take the Browning—really he's a
good poet.
Take it from me & Ezra Pound."
Gerard wonders if it is true,
but won't buy it even though I tell him by heart
my favorite lines from Epilogue to Asolando.
Not even "Baffled to fight better" can close the
                                                                deal.
He wants the Chicken Special for $5.25—
He doesn't know I had that yesterday.
"Take Suetonius' Lives of the Twelve Caesars,
I'll pay half." He doesn't have the time,
he says he's reading Roland Barthes'
The Responsibility of Form
"That French muffdiver?" say I,
"Do yourself a favor & read Suetonius.
Witty, sexy, full of all the latest scandals—
didn't you once say Rome was a riot in those days?"
No sale!
He goes for the Turkey Soup—
after offering it to me, "Fuck it," he says, "it's probably
good."
Forget about Caligula, Nero & Tiberius.
Raphael knew what the Spintriae were
when he was twelve & Gerard browsing a cheap
book on erotic seduction will never know.
That's what I like about him though,
that way you get both soup & salad—
what a deal & I buy both books even though
I probably have them under the refrigerator.
(What else can you write on a day like this?)
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Doug COLLINS

A Bank Robber's Dilemma

That thought crossed my mind
when the break-up came in Lexington
yelling, screaming, throwing $100 bills
at each other.
The idea we had when we began
robbing our first bank in Topeka
the process, the vision of getting our own
cash.
And no one gets hurt (everybody hold still)
we decided to climb up that economic ladder
of recovery with two sawed-off shotguns,
a bottle of Absolut and the teller in the trunk
then the run on the United States of America
(in green we trust)
driving a canary yellow '64 English rover
listening to the cassette sounds of Miles Dewey
Davis and Thelonious Sphere Monk.
Soaring through the midnight oil of Albuquerque
watching the water-colored landscape,
holding hands, till the microdot hit
doing the Halloween thing in New Orleans,
robbing people with our Bozo masks on
then catching Dr. John the Night Tripper,
on our way out the door.
Then things got serious.
You told me of your Polish/Czech/Slavic
background.
How your mom served the soup kitchen
for the Communist party
the police dragged her out of her home and
onto a stretcher, fed her mad chemicals,
no natural science could save her.
Pulled into a Shell station
saw tears in those champagne eyes
no woman ever looked as vulnerable as you
dropped Jimmy Valentine off in Brooklyn,
had to tie some business with a lady in Ft. Green
don't know what he sees in those girls

but sex is his drug
at the rest stops reading Dostoyevsky, Yeats, and Richard
Wright
grabbed a newspaper, the headlines read,
"Facts in Motion"
I knew we were on the right course!
You know that SWAT sharp-shooter was mad,
we—walking across market street in San Francisco
with the Catholic school girls and the crossing guard,
too risky to take aim.
However, that kid Timmy, who took the Polaroid in
Maryland
still scared me.
Regrets?!
Should not have done those farmers in Germantown
hell, Reagan did them first,
I just came behind.
So here we are some twenty odd years later
you're a patent attorney; myself, a professor of English
at a local community college
having lunch at the University of Dayton Law
Library
I gave you a wet kiss and touch your bosom
(no, the love is gone I'm seeing if you're wired)
what's that song wailing over and over in my head?
that's it, it's Dylan, "Positively 4th Street".
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Cid CORMAN
*
Is this that funny?
But what is this or that—man—
compared to nothing?

*
Baby—we've all jumped
from the pot into the fire.
Ain't we something else?

*
SAY
THAT
AGAIN
Before there was a
future all seemed promising—
but now knows better.

*
Who are we to die?
Who are we to live?
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Clayton ESHLEMAN

MORPHOLOGIES OF PARADISE (IV)

In life I am always, in some sense, under water.
I am in death, everwhat, in every stay.
The doubling doublicity of my situation
forgives my shark, goes after the fleeting
father fin of my own whirling blur,
as if I am in sestina, and the end words are
     the fate gale.
Ancestors talking through ancestors,
the deep talk some of us see as the essential poetry.
As if "here" is a cockpit, or hyena den,
in which a kind of god-rending takes place.
To get to the underflow, the dream lyre, the underlying nightmare apotheosis, in sync with this rational,
imaginal, short fuse: a grand notion!
What would occur were this chiasma to spark?
Would "I" become the magma of my cellared dwarves?
The glory of poetry is that it surfaces and stands
and slumps, ready for reader sacrifice—
the language of paradise enters dreams as
nonsense that as nonsense makes sense—
I am next to the serpentine tree
inside Eve and spitting Adam,
god is the sound of my self-intercourse,
I pose for Star Black—BOOM—awake to gray Ypsilanti shade,
the neighing silo of baying shades,
Caryl, and breakfast,
the inversion in which spitting Adam is shield.
I'm proud to be speechless by
someone who means more to me than I mean to myself.
Where did the language go?
Is "here" the poets' black hole?
To have a "kill hole,"
to be a Mimbres pot in the poverty of a great museum.

To be struck through, and intact,
oval, instrumental, without organs.
To build out from one's void gates,
to organize a psychic fortress
capable of defending and inspiring vision.
As a novice, I circumambulated Nijo Castle,
experienced the power of a four-fold Golgonooza.
I've staked my eel on a riverine non-solution:
Hart Crane is the skull
buried under my left pylon.
As for my selfhood, my cobra-spread parasol,
I made it out of split umbilicus.
Now I'm getting sleepy . . . the Chinon has begun to deconstruct . . .
I'm on my way to that fogbank
where the masters of
      thumb-heel mayhem are
combing out the human sin filth from Sedna's hair.
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Gàbor GYUKICS

Trees of fallen leaves
Diligently fight against
Our human tempest

Ants on sunflowers
Crawl to gather half-dying
Seeds for the winter

Beautiful embrace
Whispers angel-lip music
Wild teardrops smile
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Phillip HAMMIAL

AN INCIDENT IN FAMAGUSTA

First, on a real table
a real pie, sliced (no way of knowing
how it got there). And then, as though
the two events were connected,
we found her in a bath bleeding
from both wrists. Too late, obviously,
to save her. Why? Because outside, in the canal,

a barge with her name—Margaret—on its stern
was passing under a bridge. It was being poled
by a man who was probably naked, naked
because it seemed that he should be (the mist
too thick to see if, in reality, he was). But what
we did know with complete certainty was that
the water in the canal had stopped flowing. It
was simply waiting. For as the Moor
was overheard to say: Pure Christo polls high
in the Famagusta District, which was obviously
where we were for where else would water, in sympathy
with a suicide, stop flowing? And wouldn't start again
until life resumed its normal course, i.e. until those
who discovered the body (the we in this narrative)
called the authorities, etc. and, incidentally, opened
the window that faced the canal & shooed out
the hundred or so birds that had been crashing against
the walls & windows of the little chamber of horrors
where she chose to end her days. Birds that, by rights,
should have been in a pie.
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Ken HAPONEK

Aunt Dorothy & Uncle George in Vegas —9/77

Dorothy orders another Seven & Seven
from her solitary 2nd row table
wanting to give her extra time
& her kiss to this pelvis-creaming man
sliding her hips back & forth on the leather seat
trying to shimmy her beige stomach support silk
over long uncaressed hips
George watches from his barstool

nursing his dollar water
outraged he had to plunk down four of his winnings
forearms snuggled protectively around his quarter bucket
won 6 bucks off the slots
one-armed bandit my ass
called it quits
he checks his watch that woman
has 5 minutes and if she orders
one more clear & commie on my money
Dorothy watches Tom's lips near the microphone
& she swoons oh my goodness
if only Patty were here
wishing George would have given her the room key
for their separate yet adjoining suites
so she could show Tom
how she'd handle the mic
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Jack HIRSCHMAN

ELVIS IN ALBANIA

Writing a communist poem
glanced at the tiny straw basket
on Pierpaolo's desk.
Inside it there was a stamp
torn from an envelope to be saved.

It had a picture of Elvis Presley on it,
over the Shqiperia, which is the word
for Albania inside Albania.
Beside it: 60 Leke, the currency.
A suicide by drugs. Yes.
And just yesterday so free, so clear,
so together with all the world,
even if rebelliously alone.

Shqiperia, I lived in you then and you in me,
and a passport wasn't necessary.

Now that I can go to you and be like
a rotting magnolia in Mississippi,
I feel like a hillbilly with words
and the eagle a symbol of the vendetta
of the birds.

INCIDENT IN WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK

From the park bench

where I was licking
stamps between two
untalkable-to women
on International
Women's Day, I saw
suddenly (wishing
the woman on my right
keep her face in the
newspaper she was
reading; and the one
on my left keep on
gazing all the way
to the left), a man
in blue jumpsuit
like that of a
French worker, lying
on the spring grass
drunk (he must have
been) or whatever,
began pissing an arc
of golden pee, his
hand in his half-sleep
reaching down to hold
his cock as he lay
stretched out there

and the pee coming out
golden on the grass
in relief against the
blue of his jumpsuit
like the yellow and
blue flag of the community of new Europe
(which are the same
colors as the flag
of the Jews in Europe
during the Thirties—
and I couldn't help
seeing the foto on
the cover of the Leftist
magazine, Calendario, in
Italy a month ago, of
that blue flag with its
twelve yellow stars in
a circle and, in the
center—ironically, of
course—a swastika)—
anyway, by that time,
he was just about done,
the last drops raining
on his poor knuckles.
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André HOILETTE

from Jean Michel @ Fugazi, Basquiat series, no. 3

I.
Dusky allegro
summer song,
love dukkies and white girls.
I watched him in the rain alleyway
Pound ghetto Sanskrit revolutions
(pirouetting in the mind) into the porous cement molecules.
His wet vision doesn't run.
He paints with hair;
tentacle dreadlock brushes,
some w i   d     e
some t
          h
          i
          n, bruises concrete with pictograms.
Who needs Andy Warhol, Fuck him!

II.
The band is good;
they've tattooed anxiety and teen angst
into the mood over the stage.
Some kid got his dreadlock ripped out
in a fight earlier.
Basquiat gets solemn
as he timidly rolls it between his toes.
But Jean Michel is overlooked
and his cartwheels R' lost in a sea of passive Saxon fury.

He resorts to drinking lipstick
and it is melting on his charcoal lips,
sliding down the tract of his throat
into his belly,
pools of coagulant collecting.
His mouth is red and dripping "MURDER!"
but he is no prettier,
no more recognizable.
This,
This!
Is nigger artiste isolation.
                                        —1/21/99
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Vicki HUDSPITH

Academic Detox

When you forget what you learned
And remember what you know

Cover

I cover you

With hands that
Travel
Over easy elegance
Heated palms
That make their way
To the embers
And hover
Like burning magnets
Between your ribs
And heart

The Ant Colony

Ants are not fond of margarine. Like us they prefer
Butter. They do not have cholesterol problems
Because as yet they do not own TVs. For centuries
They have toiled in order that they might be able to
Take a night off and watch the Northern Lights which
Are their version of canned laughter. They hate picnics
but feel compelled by folklore to attend them
Or at minimum do a drive by chicken leg grab. Their
Queen is a pain in the ass. They don't love her but
Without her they would be common, so they serve her.
She is an insatiable nymphomaniac but they don't
hold that against her trying instead to stay busy with work.
Forgotten ancient languages have been genetically
Imprinted in them at birth and they say things they
Don't understand. Like us they often make bad marriages.
But because of their outstanding physical prowess
And humility there is seldom cause for divorce. They
Haven't read the great philosophers but they know them
Innately. They love the flowers of Spring and lacking
Perspective eagerly run all over them. They
Are much like us. They are nudists but because Puritanism
Has not invaded their genetic code, it does not

Affect their work ethic and each ant loves their own body.
Therefore they don't care about go-go boots and
Sandals. Like us, Ants are driven by their hearts and pretend
That it is all in the name of duty. Ants are never impulsive.
When they laugh, the gardens of old maids tremble. Ants
Love to dance but lack a sense of rhythm so
They gave it up when Homer scorned them. Rain is their
Sensuality. It makes them feel delirious and late. Quivering
And running between rain drops to their fate.
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Paola IGLIORI

SYNCHRONICITY

i looked at when the Futurist Manifesto was
1909
1999
i thought of my grandfather, Ulysses, at Fiume with Marinetti, D'Annunzio,
and of the other ancestor Federico Da Montefeltro & the
beginning of the Renaissance!
i looked at the energy the Futurist Movement brought to the century the
energy of change
charged with the wrenched blowing of a stifling stifled body
a tortured torturing energy of laceration on the way to laser-ration, the
machine projecting forward & the human anguished cry mixing
with the roar of mechanisms
foretelling the fight between things that had always connected
: like ART & SCIENCE
look at art
intuitively manifesting the mold through the rendering of the essential
weave of the People—the living essence—

putting the imprint of that essence out in the ether—
forming the mold then to be filled by multiform spirit
and SCIENCE
being the first to follow:
look at the mosaic of the Middle Ages in which the quivering image is
made of many unique different texels and each texel alone is just a
fragment
all this telling us HIS-STORY . . .
Then Giotto creating the concept of depth, of perspective, by mirroring the
vision coming out from the eye of the viewer, for the first time the
individual as center point of the mosaic,
that evolution created the new mold that Copernicus could then fill
realizing that conventional reality after that looked too flat!
Then perspective started to snowball . . . With man self-elected master of
creation . . .
THE PRICE?
The use of tribal motifs seems to be a spear hurled by Picasso in his
opening attack upon the walled citadel of perspective and causality.
Umberto Boccioni, an Italian Futurist summed up the feelings of the new
century artists when in 1911 he declared
"We are the primitives of an unknown culture . . . "
In order to "get" the formidable concepts of the new physics, it is first
necessary to let go of the belief that continuous linear space underlines the
objective world, that time is an ever-flowing constant stream outside human
affairs, that the world exists in the tessellation of the perspectivist grid.
All these ingrained beliefs were part of the conventional
nineteenth century paradigm.
They are not, however, integral to the next higher dimension of space-time
or the alogical aspects of quantum mechanics.
"THE WESTERN ARTIST DISCOVERED A NEW WAY TO SEE THE
WORLD THROUGH THE EYES OF THE ARTISTS OF AFRICA &
OCEANIA BEFORE PHYSICS BEGAN TO UNDERSTAND A COMMON
BOND BETWEEN ITSELF AND A WORLDVIEW LONG EXPRESSED
IN TRIBAL CULTURES" "ONE COULD SAY THAT THE IDEAS OF
MODERN PHYSICS ABOUT SPACE & TIME WHEN CLOTHED WITH
CONCRETE PSYCHICAL FORM APPEAR AS SHAMANIC"
T I M E   I S   N O W
The war has been going on, the broken circuits and the natural and
unnatural disasters and genocides of all kinds have taken place
only after the living through of the lacerations, the survivors connect
wounded warriors with heightened speeded grooved connections
this new dance of erotic connection begins
erotic creation, the attraction that moves the planets
technology mirroring hu-manical hard drive

and the circuits start buzzing,
you can choose the speed, activate the links, decode, and encode, and . . .
"flow the blood" the DJ says . . .
. . . where to?
speed through the fusion points, bounce back hitting the nose
that damp vital spot, old sniffing tool,
on those silent, dark, rubber walls
that bounce you back over and over . . .
or on those sharp knives that pierce always in those dripping live
festering wounds
. . . where to?
your tools sharp, but distorted
in confusion between torture and nurture
. . . where to?
the energy coursing leaps out of the narrow gorge, creates multi-pathways
across the broken circuits and . . . GO
. . . SHIFTS to the tingling hot slow glowing rising grooving overflow
HOW CAN YOU TELL WHERE YOU ARE?
beyond the fragmented mirrors of vivid dancing reflections in confused
fierce struggle?
THE FLOW AND THE LINKS SHOW YOUR ATTENTION WHERE TO
POLARIZE
until the magnetic attraction of the creative flow itself
speeds up, deepens the groove, burning all that needs to be burned
but struggle spreads like fire on fuel
fire always burns but there are different kinds of fire
in the shifting fine tuning of discrimination,
elusive dance of shadow and light
echoes the laughter of a sacred trickster
FEEL AGAIN
where's it at?
constriction and flow
death urge and life urge
torture or nurture?
they rhyme
but take a different line
feeeel
IS IT FINE?

there is erotic constriction and erotic flow
POLARITY?
the choice is yours . . .
is it?
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Vincent KATZ

Fresh-Faced Beauty

I wandered lonely on East Broadway
bought a watch battery and so
knew the time again
a mist enveloped dusk
crowds thinning as I ascend Bowery
lights twinkle on Manhattan Bridge
neons begin their significance
crowds empty by Spring
a deathless feel as of past springs
so calm and hushed abandoned bank
but death is in the smells of rotting food
and tenements' blank appeal
a friend just stepped out of my life
permanently, no big deal, disillusioned, he said
with art, no money, he waters plants
in a hotel, will die sad in a room
or ecstatic on brain juice
the city dies again
though sky maintains a pastel balance

his watertowers rise over
new generations of Loisiders
young girl walking dog by lounge's glitter
club's itinerant appeal
but you knew all those changes
kept pace through generation's
ache, that somber trust repealed
old query clinging to a wet mattress
singing "aloft, aloft, afloat"
in a city where people walk and walk
their pants tightening, and you observe
crescendo of night mist, Chrysler sirens
now looming through Cooper branches
up to the university, death of mind
but hope is near and trust
and you too near so distant
hung up without emotion
empty goodbye echoing
as insane illumination
book finale "The End"
the foot walks on to hoped-for grace
writing, a turn on the street of poetry
everyone telephones, cigarette, calmly
bodies walk calling alone
                                         
                                      

Air             
            to Yvonne

It floats,
or you do,
up where
size is.
Doesn't do
anything,
a blurred
cloud, later
perfect pink
over pond
you sink

a moment
fails, you
are there,
too. High,
you fall
over sight's
abandon,
prism in
weather
above, in,
seasons,
for one,
for again.

Mexico City
After striving for decades to ascend
Never before have so many
Come along until the day before
Half the people in the city
Half the arrests were tawdry
Single-minded remedies of taught
Criticism, to deride, manifest
Scorch at the top of the map
Wry imagist mumbling, hankies
At rest mimicking rose-colored
Thighs at dream in west high
Search everywhere for shimmer
Wrecked pleading noticeably
Aware, antecedent presence
Reared pregnant pressure's
Half-mast design curve mask
The city smiles and condescends
To the minister, who also, like them,
Has decided to take some time off,
Reaching to the sly in dark tide.

                                

summer

sitting in a dull town
trying to notice life
staying inside a room
listening to an opera
outside grass and birds
a breeze blows leaves
on tree branches without
notice day passes sun
reddens sky sits water
placid on body go down

                              

Twist

dodged assimilate
attire attach.
watched whistle
work remnant.
style research
assist penury.
rest increment
retire spent.
awry reason
reckon alit.
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Scott KEENEY

What Is
after Tzara's "Route"

this path in the woods that separates us
as I reach across it
roses bloom in place of fingertips
while the other side of the path is pushed
so far into the distance
it is the rose that circles around you
as you walk—less and less knowingly—away

Vault
after Tzara's "Volt"

the skyscrapers slant against the oblique skies of sunset
cars turn down one-way alleys never to be heard from again
the pigeons obstruct the scenic views of the park
where the most hospitable properties hide behind the branches
and the squirrels like leaves somersault to the dirt
you walk but there's another who walks in your footsteps

taking his own temperature every five minutes
and reciting the times tables to twelve
wearing a flannel robe that reeks of smoke and mouthwash
earmuffs deaf to the curdling sirens streaming by
the city nauseous with catcalls and flashing lights
its many eyes like saucepans boiling over
spills its tears into the sewers and subterranean abodes
dreaming of the meat of the sterile plains and the way
a kind of lava polishes the apocalyptic temptations of the sky
finally lost like a keepsake in the history of an obscure rose
your face in my mind and my mind in this city
I roam the narrow streets that surround you
while you yourself roam other more impressive streets
that must surround something
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Jack KIMBALL

Sonnet

You hate yourself at the gigaplex, your authenticity
bulked up on Milk Duds, your “conceptual” leaning out of
storylife, out of cash and this, the cheesy drapery
carefully separated and intensified with mouthwash,
the bloodhounds apprised of a collared leg on the floor.
That's Smudge,
Pluto, to you—
he slants the flow and glues, messes it. Give
this, silly . . . these unwound and red knuckles
start it out . . . working our slaves at the elbow.
Christ, is that vicarious? —could be, but

the sky gets said by the sullen hand, each finger
boasting and accelerating, others.
This registers small and great numbers on white serotype.
Infiltration happens. The outdoors made compact in drag
bunts to the confiers of sums, tears' climbing and descent,
sympathy with the self.
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Frank KUENSTLER

A TRANSLATION

Again they refuse me a passport
but I will find a way; a way
To travel from thought, my harbor.
I can always sail away.
All countries issue welcome, greetings;
no visas, no guards, no customs shed.
The wind has given me giant wings,
& there's music against my forehead.
My shadow visits boulevard and slum;
It skips across brisk villages;
Each word makes its way back to freedom,
& a song emerges, translated.
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William LEVY

FOURTH AND FIFTEEN

The penalty
for eschewing
celebrity when
one had a chance.
The penalty
for not becoming
an usurer’s apprentice
a book reviewer
a rock ‘n’ roll biographer
a liberal spokesperson
for the
Ministry of Propaganda
a curator of phlegm.
The penalty
for writing oneself
out of any chance of
university placement,
for not merely
refusing awards
but making oneself
unworthy of receiving them
is marinating in this
Kingdom of Kulaks
a gezellig icy
corner of northwest
Europe’s Grub Street
as a lap-top bombardier
editing books about
Incest in the Netherlands
Sex Torture of Political Refugees
Necrophilia with the Unknown Soldier.
The touchdown
for being a
shy populist
is radio.

A POET’S GUIDE TO FASHION

Women have tried
with only modest success
to teach me the secrets
of how to dress.
Anne Nordmann told me
to be seen in
the color blue accented by
yellow or pink
around my dark face.
Isolde Nist advised me
to forget about fashion
forget about fashion
buy only good fabric
well-tailored
and take care of your feet;
change your shoes
at least once a day.
Jean Shrimpton informed me
I was the only man
she knew
who looked better
in short hair.
Constance Abernathy excited
herself by
imagining I looked like
her gigolo wearing
a gray Persian-lamb fur hat.
Corinne Sarrut said
it doesn't matter
what you wear
as long as it's natural fiber
wool
cotton
silk
linen:
What's important is
that your accessories are perfect.
Virginie and Austin

(women with one name)
clothed me in
my own orgiastic howls.
Lynne Tillman teases me
into wearing crazy ties
crazy ties CRAZY TIES.
Annie Sprinkle thinks crisp
white shirts are cool.
Xaviera Hollander scolds me
when my shoulder bag is shabby
insists I grow back my mustache
orders me to have my teeth fixed
gives me these Holocaust haircuts.
Susan Janssen urges me
to die my mustache black.
Evelyn Kelly and Bridget of Bremen
were both smugly critical
warning me against wearing
pale blue corduroy pants.
Vikte Alekseicikaite praised
my red double-breasted
sport coat.
Dr. Ludy Giebels strokes
cashmere and leather.
Aralee Strange drawled:
"Ya'all surely are one
swell dressed
dapper dude."
Women have tried
with only modest success
to teach me the secrets
of how to dress:
that if you don't know
the shape and color
of your own body,
how can anyone trust
you to know anything
about anything else.
The secret of style is
to understand history.
Only prayer helps the badly dressed
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Matthew LIMA

To See

            for my sister

1.
Blue with black stars,
there is a wound in our sky.
Your birthday and where was I—
I felt you kick. I knew
your eyes and eight small teeth.
To talk to you
as a friend, your single blood
and a brown sea.
Do we burn.
The light shines through
your hand instead of around
and I can't tell if
you're moving away from me.
I want to change your life
three times, I want to earn it.
You break every clock
with an anger,
blood, a sharp rock.
To be your brother now,
get it right.
I'll hold the world open with my bare hands.

2.
A four by six, you on the couch
            smiling because that's what people do for the camera
                            maybe you're five and in the corner (it took me eight years to notice this)
                                            there is a centimeter of plaid, a shirt I never owned.

A piece of your life in my room.
                I don't understand this, I already
                            cried this week. I watched dad packing
                                        his friend's car in the rain six stories down. He
                                                    smiled. Maybe he waved.
You probably remember them married better
            than I do. You probably didn't watch him carry
                        his table out the front door. You wouldn't recognize the shirt and
                                        you don't know I have this picture.

3.
Learning the new speech. I love you but
I can't breathe the same air anymore.
Remember us and sing.
Be the little girl in the picture again,
Then we can be old.
These tears are a dream—
the bridge we both need.
I can sew us together,
I can close us.

Weeks

Snow was not meant.
Another road, the wind.
Sodium torches that sing
through the distance
like an August ocean
teach me these words
Ice frozen in ice.
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Duane LOCKE

METAL HORSES

From a distance, I watched my father.
Every morning before a carnival opened
He sat on an uplift to watch a merry-go-round turn.
I wondered why my father did this each morning.
Perhaps, it was because he loved horses.
Poverty caused him to sell our farm,
Sell his brown horse, move to the city.
I should have sat down beside my father,
Try to find out why he watched and empty merry-go-round turn.
But I never did. My father and I were never close.

A LETTER

Today I received
A letter from my emotions,
Telling me
My emotions planned to stay in Italy.
My emotions said
There was only sadness
When they stayed with me.
I was going to beg my emotions to return.
Now, that my emotions are gone
The butterflies in my backyard
Will not speak to me.
When I was sad as I walked among butterflies,
The butterflies were loquacious.

I was going to be my emotions to come back.
I looked at my emotions' letter.
There was no return address, no postmark.

AN INTERESTING PERSON

There are only a few
Interesting people
A person ever meets
In their lifetime.
I met one, a girl
Who spends her life
In corridors.
She searched for spiders.
Spiders are easy to find
In corridors.
She always loved cobwebs.
Cobwebs floated upwards,
Reversing the direction
Of rain, waterfalls,
And people when
They fall from high places.
Cobwebs were outlaws,
Breaking the law of gravity.
Cobwebs would detach
Themselves from their homes,
Speed upward to speed through
The wall of blue.
She would watch cobwebs
Until she became one with cobwebs.
She floated upward,
Could not go as fast as cobwebs,
Until she reached the stars.
The stars had no language
Such as ours, alphabets, words;
The stars' speech was light.
This light became a part of her vocabulary.
She wrote poems whose words
Had the glitter of starlight.
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Gerard MALANGA

DECONSTRUCTING THE PAST
                                                            for Asako

I remember the poems and forget the poems,
but a photograph is something you don't forget.
The past is never rational or remembered
in any great detail.
The past is never the right photograph,
but still the life of a dreamer
and now suddenly that line
where the dream stops and the story begins
and always a different turn
the past emptying into somewhere else.
This is not repetition.
The present without metaphor,
so I look out into the trees.
It's near 8 now, the sun just up.
It's October. Archie & Romeo
anxiously wait to be fed. Lick their paws,
wet their faces, then talk to me.
What are they trying to tell me?
So I have no business stating the real.
Language coalesces, subsides.
Love is forever gone and again renewed
and meaning springs from absence.
A history with no past.
There are no rules.
There are few things eternal where nothing ends.
Inside the picture it's 1995.

Inside the picture the past is a series of outtakes.
The past is not about us.
Nothing to answer to.
"What thou lov'st well shall not be reft from thee.
what thou lov'st well is thy true heritage,"
as Pound has remarked,
and nothing is more important than anything else
and nothing explains how all this is happening
and nothing is moving away,
except when Asako says, "Hold it, hold it,"
I move in close to her camera.
I become what she sees.
Time is not repetition.
Time never comes back.

                                            31:x:95
                                            Portleven, Cornwall

PAUL BLACKBURN, 1926 –1971

Born in St. Alban's Vermont, November 24, 1926,
Paul . . . Paul Blackburn
would be 72 had he lived beyond his years—

cut off from what he might have seen
I see now as night
gives way to daybreak
the way a young girl stands
at street corner waiting for
the light to change

        "a thing of beauty
and a joy forever" some such thing
the body language
    mirrors the words
that make up the language
the lingering scent but for an instant
as she passes—
she without name
permitting me to name her

Paul . . . Paul Blackburn,
a scholar
with a blue collar.

                                –1998
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Joseph MASSEY

2.

Lie
is tender
this one
remembers
its reasons its stance
against day
its eyes and its provocations of sense
this lie
is tender, it remembers
and it is alive
strong and as vigorous as an organ
no not a heart.
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thurston MOORE

200 dollar nightmare

black bag
emblazoned
w/the sports logo
DEATH
you try to love
the sad sad world

the poor poor sex
200 dollars, tip included
only to learn
transformation
of self
))all is forgiven
all is forgiven. . .
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Hoa NGUYEN

[Buddha's ears are droopy        touch his shoulders]

Buddha's ears are droopy                touch his shoulders
as scarves fly out of windows and I shrink
from the lotus of enlightenment

                                                Travel to Free Street past Waco
                                   to the hole in the Earth
                     wearing water
I'm aiming my mouth
for apple pie

[I like the light blue]

I like the light blue with your dark slacks not
Long distance family pains & work work work
"Want me a tough love seat with firm pillows"
Touch has a memory                  O say, love, say
It's a cosmic shuffle you've broken into
Papaver Eraticum Rubrum
Like the moon's reply, the bayed moon
Friends smiling        stepping out the door
Bring specific flowers I will not know the names of
Slowly pump your arms as you walk by
I do and it is dull if you won't call
The day is gone and sweets are gone
Like the moon, like your mom: fly children
The light and shade—a sort of black brightness
                            —with lines from John Keats, Bernadette Mayer, and Edwin Denby

[Hitchhiking thumb can move you]

Hitchhiking thumb can move you
forward         Protect yourself with a magic bubble
I'm swimming against the yellow
Scoop and your back gets bent
How can I run with government sneakers
knotted curlicues of hurt

Like a basketball            bounce you around
Scoop up a pinch full
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Mark OWENS

self = a 3 dimensional fabric
          torn open
          behind it
          only wind

****

glow leaks out
of breath's cargo
the far away star          now
in the throat

****

a pond
w/o a witness
w/no land around the pond
no wind

****

only redecorating the cactus jail
not burning it all
not cutting out a door
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Simon PERCHIK

M8

With the power that draws lips together
this orchard grows row by row
the way rivers around the world
bend from grief and emptiness
—you come here holding a rotted-out can
and always the dark suit

as if evenings could heal
and one by one each stone
rise up as sunlight to begin again
only this time without the winding streams
that grind the dark-blue nights
to cinders —for each stone
you ruffle its petals
till the breeze covers these graves
with feathers and leaves and upward
—sprinkled with ashes and mountainside
and from each branch
you wave your arms on their way
off the ground, on course
and the mornings just as young.
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John PERREAULT

Spring

Spring comes;
no vacation.
instead you go
for a walk
out by the
ammunition
station
and. talking
to yourself,
litter the
place.

*
Two jars, one
yours.
are on the car
filled with
pears
filled with
tears,
one in shade,
the other in
sun.
The jars are
ours.
The jars are
hours.
The car drives
off.
*
Blue sky
shyness.
rain ahead,
the loveliness
of cans
and porn in
the head.
*
If the shoe
fits,
share it;
if the house
fits,
share it.
*
Ghost cop.
Ghost dog.
Ghost cap.
And fog. And
fog
on the rug.
*

Moon dock over
there
and moon roof,
the lack a
kind of air
and everywhere
the sound of
war.
*
It is not what
you think,
this world.
It is far more
unearthly.
It is less of
a threat;
it is only a
shore.
*
The style of
the moment
is but a
movement
from here to
here
as clear as
stone;
I think of
this as sound,
a hum of
specific pitch
but never
song.
*
Too many
phones,
railroads,
change
machines;
too much
glass;
too much noise
inside;
too fast, too

scattered.
*
Alas, poor
tourist,
your thighs
are wet.
*
Darkness in my
pocket,
hell inside.
Oh, a thousand
lovers,
all eyes.
*
.page
*
Big sun, lost
cause,
heavenly arms.
*
Mark my words
                        and
follow my
style.
if you can,
with
marginalia.
Then shake
your head
until the
leaves fall
out.
For I am not
the laugh
you think I
am;
and I am not
the storm.

*

Where did our
glove go?
Is it under
the seat?
Much time has
been wasted
searching for
that glove.
Did we really
need it?
*
Where is the sea?
Under the bed.
Where is the cloud?
Under the bed.
Where is the moon?
Under the bed.
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Chris PUSATERI

Interruptions

I've played Steinways
some as smooth as not, though
                        they banged ablaze
                        the artesian chic
                        of bleached Parisian lawns—
through the horror of morning
(which is, in part, dawn's doing)
                        such structures punctuate
                        our every waking abstention.
Image-weary and stuffed with pun
                        under deletion of surrealists
                        who threw cake
("Yes, it needed something there")
I leave this to you—
Neither color nor shadow
                        alit a rigid kiss
                        from the knees of our surrender,
                        anxiously awaiting
                        the advent of the Republic,
or, barring that, something that contrasts
our present reception.
[and headlong into autumn
                        where the premier of moon
                        constitutes a double incumbency]
As it happened yesterday
                        so shall it happen tomorrow.
Paint your mouth closed
                        ("sit up and kiss me, fool")
                                        an American name
as corrective to a knife's indifference.
                                        What historians witness
in text—a hothouse gleam a
metaphor supreme—seem to me
purely pedagogical; a camera collapses
an interval littered with wind
and the fragrance of language.
I've heard Steinways declare war on the image, quarter it in wounds between the words themselves. How
many live, how many die?
                        The sin of the littoral is only a foreground away.
So—

("Sit for a portrait or write me painting")
Syllable by stupid syllable.
Give me tango, give me hip pocket grand piano. The Italian tongue doubtless has
the distance measured in ink—
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Rex ROSE

Leaving the Quarter

after seven hundred intricate French quarter dusks latticed through with
the cast iron of incessance
I had this lover's quarrel with sixteen to twenty black-poodle-shit
sidewalks and a schizophrenic lamp post
there was crumbling mortar falling from all my crevices by the time I
walked away from the old whore
without the goodbye kiss on the ass I ordered. I turned to look back
feeling pretty damned salty
and saw a thousand red carpets rolling out in front of every kind of
trouble there ever was to get into
like tongues asking who was this guy Jesus. He had fish he had loaves but
couldn't make a po-boy.
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Michael ROTHENBERG

SCIENTIFIC FACT

asleep
in a chair
in the garden
under a baseball cap
I'm supposed to be
dreaming

                                –July 3, 1999

SPILLS

War and Peace
Thomas Mann
Kerouac told Clellon Holmes
we're beat from the wars
The Depression
French fries, carrots, chicken and
broadside of P. Glenn Whalen's Dietary Manifest
Blake & Keats
born some 50 yrs apart
contemporaries of Romantic Movement
and we're contemporaries
together in hospital
Rm 520
south window fog rolling down over
Twin Peaks

Floods in New York
Fires in California
Earthquake in Turkey
Hurricane in Bahamas
(ornithologists gather in D.C. to talk about
birds and music.)
. . . she received an invitation to the theater
from Goethe . . . the makeup dripped down his face . . . long
tragic melodic line . . . thrilled skinny . . . she puts on the glass
slipper . . . gains 20 lbs in trans-Atlantic stateroom . . . lands
on shores of what was that port town in Japan?
he has an itch, runny nose
Lev is on duty today, brings tissues
wild about Jane Austen
still the Romantic Period has no stop
seeping into the slow current
evolution of Anglo-American Literature

                                                                    –August 29, 1999
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Sandro SARDELLA

DI DICEMBRE 13

il corpo ancora
occhi di mare

e la mano si apre
alle distanze

dopo pagine bianche

le mani cresciute e nude
non più che lettere
sguardi in controluce

bere nel cavo delle mani
sui nudi allibiti profili della sera

mi intenerisce un segno ritrovato
consuma le mani

il vento non ignora le bandiere agitate.

DECEMBER 13

the body anchors
eyes of sea

and the hand opens
to the distances
then white pages

the hands risen and nude
no more than letters
glances against the light

drinking from the hands' hollow

over the amazed naked evening profiles

a discovered line moves me
consumes the hands

the wind doesn't ignore the agitated flag.

____________________

INTRIGANTI FRAMMENTI
ti respiro il viso, gli occhi, i capelli
ti stendi tra le pagine bianche
                                   del mio quaderno
if tuo odore m'invade
rido nei tuoi capelli
immensità di una tesa tenerezza
le tue piegature
in giorni stremati
zone di svanito rosa
mi sono emozionato trovando
                                               tra le pagine di un libro
di filosofia di Claudio Fontana
                                                    un bigliettolistadella
spesa con la tua scrittura
divorato
guardar ti.

INTRIGUING FRAGMENTS
I breathe your face, eyes, hair
you stretch out between the white pages
                                of my notebook
your smell invades me
I laugh in your hair
immensity of a taut tenderness
your skinfolds
on exhausted days
zones of faded rose
                                I was moved finding between the pages of
Claudio Fontana's philosophy book
a grocery list
along with your writing
devoured
looking at you.

____________________

ALTRE SCHEGGE

                                                    pulviscolo di gioia breve
                                                        il graffiare la tua pelle

                                                l'aria danza davanti agli occhi

                                                        restano soltanto
                                                        parole sbriciolate
                                                     nei tuoi capelli gocce

                                                singhiozzo di una pioggia d'estate
                                        sentire il tuo sguardo percorrermi mano lenta.

OTHER SPLINTERS
                                                        fine dust of brief joys
                                                         scratching your skin
                                                the air dances before your eyes

                                                            only crumbled
                                                            words remain
                                                         beads in your hair

                                        a sob of summer rain
                            feeling your gaze a slow hand running through me.

____________________

ALBA D'ELBA

da un sentiere di scoglie
parole sull'acqua

Nomads in my mind
il vento tra le mani

aquilone rosse pompeiano
tra pini e limoni

lontano da sermoni
infangato di coglioni

sotto la pelle
fuori dal centro.

ELBA DAWN
from a rock path
words on the water

Nomads in my mind
the wind between my hands

a pompeian-red kite
between pine and lemon trees

far away from sermons
muddied up by morons

under the skin
off-center.

____________________

DEL PROCEDERE
asciugare il ricordo
sillaba varco stanza ove rimani.

le pagine sfogliano
fine sabbia tra le mani.

"la terra della sera" preme
pesa sulle cose sugli uomini.

ascolta le note partire
dentro un soffio di cielo.

e
un
fiore
"oro divorato"
al
viso
con-segno.

ON KEEPING-ON
wiping memory dry
syllable opening stanza where you stay.

the pages leaf through
fine sand between the hands.

"the evening earth" presses down
weighs on things on people.

listen to the notes going off
into a breath of sky.

and
one
flower
"devoured gold"
to the
face
con-signed.

____________________

FRAMMENTI PER ASPETTARSI
l'odore polveroso del tempo rubato

i tuoi occhi con i resti delle notte

i bagliori che precedono il tuo parlare

le parole crescono
frammenti per aspettarsi

raccontami
dentro un sorriso
di un tremito appena colorato
capolavoro possibile.

FRAGMENTS FOR WAITING
the dusty smell of the stolen time

your eyes with the remains of night
the gleam that precedes your speaking

the words grow
fragments for waiting

tell me
inside a smile
of a quivering just colored
possible masterpiece.

____________________

DI FEBBRAIO 3
la fioca carezza del sole
spalla che vibra e palpita
fiori rossi e blue la tua maglietta

non mi stanco di guardare scali ferroviari
fabbriche deserte
vino e tanghi luci di sorriso

trema la mia voce quando ti avvicini
bacio il tuo ventre
sequestra il vento parole d'amore

cielo di rame e chiarore di corridoiplasticaneon
la memoria del tuo respiro

questa mattina hai l'occhio dolce.

FEBRUARY 3
the faint caress of the sun
shoulder that vibrates and pines for
red and blue flowers your tee-shirt

I don't get tired looking at docks railyards
deserted factories
wine and tangoes lights of smile

my voice trembles when you come near
I kiss your belly
the wind kidnaps words of love

copper-colored sky and plastic neon alley glimmers
the memory of your breathing

this morning you've a sweet eye.
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Spencer SELBY

THE GHOST IS OUT

Duly informed
before we realize

Delivered as example
tracing numbers on flesh
poised for no amount
of credit in a foreign tongue

Across whole continents
from sea to abusive
character denied

Buzzing down the highway
over bodies prerecorded

Stain of blood casual
as tape rewind past
audience normal

Demand at bottom
hauled by gravity protesting
fault of airwaves reciting
message scrambled for
the common good

Again again forcing probe
into bone and rock
down layers unflattering
to view of smart commercial

Circling for years
found belief and garbage
thrown together where
they make big salary

Perfect arrangement
even after last drop

Saturation market
filled with everything
but people asking why

NO TIME

I had no time
to begin changing into

what the poem makes
indirect
Departure not in theory
but spreading behind
wall and bridge as
effect of bad comparison
Diminished day which
feeds on opinions
borrowed from those
who live in darkness
Name witheld because
it's difficult to get
anything in return for
innocence betrayed
No time left
to find a vehicle
compelling recognition
Clear sky written off
by such illusion
fighting words in a city
whose inhabitants
demand action
past patience aimed at
closing space between
desire and its object
filled with memories
unacknowledged by
this clock that takes
a beating to the end
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Red SLIDER

Beloved

That doe-eyed picture of yours,
I can't tell if you are . . . , the red lips
short hair, something melancholy
in the stare, the startle of deer. Dear
do me anyway, if only the smell of male spoor . . .

but, what do I care? The years
of cigarettes; what difference
can a few pheromones make?
to suck on whatever and part
your thighs by remote control.

Only the sound of your eyelashes
leave an impression as they
volunteer to close themselves.
No! don't try to speak, my ear,
my beloved castrada.

Entr'acte

The heat lays over voices
desert runways, empty save for old drums
and oil cans shimmering, belles lettres
calling on dust-devils from the field flats
beyond geometry whirling little entr'actes
just above grayish

begging for relief from
longing to soon rejoin
thinking it would be faster if

and take measure on the way

the foreign legions that had stopped
marched stopped marched over the dunes
and away on summer campaigns
leasing their waterfront villas
to paperless monks on holiday
assured no further mail would be coming
the sunlight would not be allowed to spoil
and the grass margins kept reasonably trim
postmodern as the climate permitted
if one could afford to
there would be a receipt for
and all papers presented
               )in the order of
               )in case it happened that
               )and not a single
chalk line would exactly match
the wavy rooftops of Barcelona
drunk on )
                )and giddy
                )with bad taste
first sign: an ocean grown
so old and pendulous
it might attack at any moment.
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Dale SMITH

OGYGES

And Deucalion after him survived a flood of Thessaly, tossing stones that were the bones of
his grandmother into water to form new earth.
    The other more ancient king, Ogyges, came out of Egypt or Phoenicia. He is a figure of
great antiquity, and the flood corresponds with his reign in Greece.
    And the cars whir by, exhaust fumes soaking in clothes hung on the line to dry. Squirrels
chew pecans on low branches. Spiderwort shoots out of the ground. Hoa sleeps, the morning
drifting. Internet up, e-mail blazing.
    Water down from the sky, light on glassy earth. The pages of our stories and the frames of
films speed fast into the trash of fascination.
    Frost in a leafy vein. Milk of earth, scented breath in columbine. Milky substance of the
source. Losing the way as the day star falls.
    Seasons reach their limits. Build a boat and spread through it. Take out the trash, wash
dishes, fold laundry. I have listened to the news. I have been waking and sleeping through the
news. Radio clock cracks DJ repulsions. Violent mediation of eternity.

DELUGED

Noah and his wife Naamah, Shem, Ham and Japheth with their wives climbed into the Ark.
Seven clean beasts, and two of every unclean, were led into the boat where they waited in
celibate cramped quarters for rains to subside. Methuselah died when the rains began, and the
people outside the ark beat the wood doors that would not open for them. They were torn to
pieces by wild animals as rain fell. Others used their children to damn leaks, then retreated to
higher terrain only to drown in the rising floods.
    And for forty days and nights, some say, the sky unzipped its seam and water spilled. Others
claim this continued 150 days. But then rain ceased, and the ark came to rest on the
mountain. Noah released a raven and a dove, and when the raven was gone a while, feasting
on spoiled flesh, and when the dove finally returned bearing an olive branch in its beak, then
Noah opened the door and all stepped timidly from the ark onto the muddy earth.
    God sent a rainbow in response to the offering Noah made, burning sweet wood at a stone
altar in the new dry air of damp earth. These colored light rays stitched a promise, God said.
Never again would he destroy humans for their wickedness. And then Noah and his children

could fuck again, like Deucalion who tossed his stones to make new life.
    Noah had gathered a vine stock from Eden before the flood waters rushed to his feet. And
those he planted in a terraced side of the mountain. After his offering to God he waited for the
vines to mature, and then he made wine, drinking enough to pass out drunk, naked on his
bed.
    Genesis leaves out an essential part of this story, claiming Ham saw his father's nakedness
and left him, searching for his brothers. Shem and Japheth entered the bed chamber to cover
their father with a sheet. When Noah awoke he cursed Ham and his descendants, the
Canaanites, who, he said, would be made to serve the family of the brothers.
    But the account of Noah's castration, placing him in league with the root-ripped Cronus, is
neglected by scriptures. Some claim Ham's son tied a string to his grandfather's prick, and so
pulled the thing off. Others insist, according to Graves, it was Ham himself who cut the staff
from the old man's side.
    There's also a Hittite myth, where Anu's genitals are bitten off by a rebel son, the cup-bearer
Kumarbi, who afterwards rejoiced and laughed, as Ham is said to have done.
    And so this is an account of one kind of flood that periodically afflicts our worlds.
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Frank SMITH

It's Very Subtle and Unsettling

"Give me enough rope and I'll hang myself,"
I said by way of farewell.
—Delmore Schwartz

I do not feel that I/ve been productive
and I don/t think that I ever really knew you.

"I have many rooms," I told her.
"I can/t deal w/yr moods," she said,
"Even the best of them."
So just tell me a story.
Just tell me a story
even if you don/t know any.
I fall in love ten times a day.
Some are nothing and actually
most are nothing, but I do.
I fall in love ten times a day.
Levity, she said, is like falling in love.
    I worry and hope that she/ll wait for me today,
    and I must admit,
    I don/t believe I/m productive enough.
    Meanwhile, in another poem.
    A succession of loss has brought us here.
    I/m a jerkoff. A crap artist. A fuckup.
    And anyway.
    Anyway, I never figured her out.
    It/s like she was always this quirky loser
    worse than the one I was.
        unsure things
        unsure of many things
    But me though, I/m sure of things.
    I/m sure of many things.
    That/s fucking all right.
    And I could never figure out
    what she kinda liked to stare at.
    "Could you ever?"
    No, not even in a million years.
                    No.
I fall in love ten times a day.
I said, "I fall in love ten times a day."
Some of them are just people I like to stare at.
They never come of anything.
And nothing ever comes of nothing.
It/s always something to look forward to.

        and me
        and me
        and me
        and not me
It all just felt so much worse than staying up late.
    She can/t bear to be comfortable.
    That/s what she can/t bear to be.
    "Does she like anything about herself?"
    What about her and yr and our and yr x/s?
    Do you talk to them? Do you talk?
    No. No, they/re all buried in my backyard.
    I/m serious. I/m serious, but there/s all this
    stupid stupid junk in my system.
                    And because it/s late
                    I don/t worry anymore
                    or try to spend this time looking for a person
                    or for company, or for trust or comfort,
                    but for any kind of need for an idea
                    or hope to hang myself with.
                    I told her, "I/m not productive enough."
                    And for the record, for the final record,
                    I wasn/t kicked out. I was numb and mute
                    and I have slept so much better since
                    I/ve not been spending my evenings
                            staring at the ceiling.
                    I don/t care what anyone says,
                    I/m married to the sea,
                    and forever crashing in and out
                    through waves and waves and waves
                    of words and water and worry.
                    It/s very subtle and unsettling.
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Gene TANTA

December in Romania

Somebody frowning the dice every second.
Where
I'll bite your
Jugular light, and friends
Know how to get friends off best.
Somebody rolling their socks up nice.
Where
Instead of eyes
Lover pigeons make-haste toward
Roof-top nipples, catch 'em
Settle on 'em, night
Pouring on even lead.
Somebody not listening to the radio.
Where
If you only
Stay for a few
Moments you feel like
You're dressed in black.
Somebody getting lucky in their dreams.
Somebody awakened by the cold.

In a Mexican Restaurant

Somebody's Florida mother forgotten
Phallic 35mm bursting
From her wide American
Belly. She'll never catch
Up with ozone luxury
Specking her skin coco.
An old woman banging

A locked lock on a
Round-table that's square
With the key still in it.
With the cross
On her breasts
With the weight of its silver
She declines and denies.
Manners be manners
But a key was made for turning.
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Mike TOPP

NEIGHBORS
Basically, there are three ways my neighbor and I are alike.
The first is we both like to repeat what other people say.
The second is we both like seeds a lot.
The third is a beak.

LIKE SAND

. . . Like sand in an hourglass,
the loose granular material ran into the bottom
of the coffeemaker-shaped timepiece.
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Mischa VETERE

r o m e   ( d i a r y )

I
no road leads out

II
captive are the fascinated

III
i am

IV
in rome
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Tom BRADLEY
Catechumen

Suffering may well be called a baptism, a regeneration, an initiation into a new state.
—George Eliot, Adam Bede

     A baby strapped to either pair of shoulders, Polly and Mr. Fukuoka climbed up through a
barely tended citrus grove to the summit of a tiny volcanic island. With each step their legs sank
mid-calf deep into a mandarin orange-mulched loam that shimmered throughout with shattered
fragments of black obsidian.
     To the delight of the babies, hundreds of pink-eyed albino rabbits had been released, and
millions of particolored wildflowers broadcast, Lady Bird Johnson-wise, in the first groping
attempts of the Prefectural Ministry of Tourism to rehabilitate this notorious islet. The final
demolition of its Rape of Nanjing-era poison gas factory was being blocked by some communists
on the district council who wanted to make a grisly memorial of the place, second stop on the
Hiroshima tourist's itinerary.
     The factory ruins resembled a long-defunct Danish castle, except for the banana trees and wild
poinsettias that sprouted from every crevice. The gray stone walls were covered with Ukiyoequality graffiti, the enormous ceramic vats filled knee-deep with discarded porno magazines. As

they passed through the abandoned compound, Mr. Fukuoka tried to divert the children's attention
away from the vats, toward the cliffs opposite and the countless minuscule crumbs of geology
sprinkled into the middling vastness of the Seto Inland Sea.
     Mr. Fukuoka had apparently saved up several weeks' worth of pocket change. Patiently, he'd
waited for this rare sunny day, minus the nitrous oxides and hydrocarbon solids that normally
palled the archipelago, making it look like Baghdad suffering a windless dawn. He'd arranged for
a taxi to a remote dock, a tiny ferryboat, and a rental tandem bike which they could park at the
base of he volcano. And, after going to all this expense and trouble, he'd wondered whether Polly
and the babies would care to join him, no pressure to accept. He would show them a fullscale example of the reverse-perspective phenomenon observable in miniature on Japanese
monochrome scrolls.
     "Plus," he puffed, toeing the lip of the crater, "it's best to get the two akachan out in the
sunlight from time to time, so they can absorb their vitamin D. They need extra amounts to help
them metabolize the scanty nutrients in the local milk. Because of the mineral-poor volcanic soil
in which the farmers must grow the grass they feed their cows, Japanese milk has only sixty
percent of the calcium of American."
     "Every mother expatriated here loses sleep over that," said Polly.
     He warmed to the topic. "Did you ever notice how many children in this supposedly first-world
country have black teeth?" It's far worse than China."
     Polly had no reply to that.
     Mr. Fukuoka shuffled his feet a bit, in apology for his last comment. As a catechumen at
Hiroshima cathedral, a new candidate for baptism, he seemed to think it necessary to censor his
impulses from time to time.
     With averted eyes he said, "Perhaps you notice how I sometimes cringe when I am forced to
say 'we' in reference to myself and the other children of the emperor. You see, I have spent much
time in America. There are many who would say that fact alone makes me less Japanese—and
they are more right than they can imagine."
     Polly looked at him closely for the first time, to see if she could detect anything remotely
American about him. There was something about the tight-buttocked way he carried himself, his
narrow shoulders held as high as possible, almost in a shrug, as if to display an absent bosom, that
made Polly wonder—but only idly, in passing, as she enjoyed her girls and the sunshine—about
his sexuality.
     Though his clothes were inexpensive and modestly styled, there was a certain fussiness in the
way they were ironed and otherwise maintained. No buttons were missing, neither collar tip was
curled up, and not a speck of any foreign substance was ground into the diagonal weave of this
probable bachelor's twill pants.
     Considering whose spouse she was, Polly was in no position to judge whether Mr. Fukuoka's
fastidious grooming habits were compulsive or just normal. But he even fussed with the babies'
clothes, and that struck her as definitely peculiar behavior for—she was forced to be genderspecific in this context—a man. He turned out both tiny collars to see whether, for whatever
unimaginable reason, the girl's names had been magic-markered on the labels of garments that,
with any luck at all, would be outgrown and passed on to pregnant neighbors in a matter of
weeks.
     "You know," he obviously and inexplicably lied, "it is an ancient tradition in this country for

the father to mark the daughters clothes. You should ask your husband to get a pen and, um—"
     She must have looked at him oddly, for he immediately changed the subject.
     "Now," he announced, "our reverse perspective phenomenon."
     He gestured with a discreet thumb toward the neighboring peak. Polly shielded her eyes and
peered across the threadlike strait separating this volcano from that. Sure enough, the inhabitants
looked slightly larger than the oyster farmers toiling on the foothill beach of her own island.
     Polly, with no binoculars at all, could make out a shanty-town of chicken wire, scrap metal,
clapboard and lath, rimming the extinct crater. Every hovel seemed to be draped with at least one
war-surplus rising-sun banner, the old imperial style that embarrassed most modern Japanese so,
with the scarlet radiations slithering out like invading armies to the frayed edges of the map.
     This strange encampment was guarded by a regiment of combat-fatigued men of indeterminate
age, their skulls shaven, their skins puckered from overexposure, if not to direct sunlight in this
befouled archipelago, then at least to the more disease-ridden of its wavelengths. Smoking tiny
bowled pewter pipes and tending their scale-model bonfires, they looked for all the world like the
boy-sized, desiccated madmen who had dug into the Phillipine jungles and remained after the
vaporization of this prefecture's capital city, worshiping and defending Hirohito for two
generations after he stopped being God.
     Several of them seemed to be fighting over whose turn it was to gawk at someone on this
island through a pair of rusty old binoculars—evidently the reverse perspective business only
worked one way.
     "Those gentleman represent themselves as hunters," Mr. Fukuoka said, a sneer seeming almost
ready to sprout on his face. "Their rifles are registered, one hundred percent legal, even though the
biggest game around here, aside from the white rabbits, are these—"
     He reached out at random and lifted a mandarin orange bough. Polly saw a half dozen of the
fist-sized yellow and black spiders which drape their webs from any object in southern Japan that
remains immobile for five minutes or more.
     "They are the last straggling remnants of the so-called Youth Party," said Mr. Fukuoka. "They
build their lives and personalities solely on resenting foreigners like you, Ms. Edwine, and your
babies. But they won't bother us because they are cowardly. I'm afraid you will probably just have
to content yourselves with jeers instead of bullets today."
     But these racist troopers weren't even glancing at Polly. Even though she was conspicuously
the foreigner, with saucer-sized eyes capable of flashing clear across the strait, and breasts
displaying the salutary effects of a childhood nurtured on American dairy products, it was Mr.
Fukuoka whom they found worthy of derision. Not just chapels full of Catholics, but craters full
of fascists responded poorly to this man at first sight.
     Some kind of unspoken attraction/revulsion was established between the two low peaks; and
Polly's island-mate fell right into it, like a peg into the correct hole. He blushed, turning a shade
of orange she'd never seen before, a satisfying hue which his brigade of tormentor seemed able to
see plainly, for it only increased the volume of their cruel hoots.
     Mr. Fukuoka responded to the Youth Party as readily as a damp-rimmed wineglass whines
when rubbed by the rough ridges of a big man's fingerprint. He placed both fists on his narrow
hips and stomped a girl-sized foot. Striking a petulant, jaw strutting pose, he tightened his
buttocks and straightened his short spinal column even further.

     He said, in a voice cracking like an aging diva's, "All young men are the same when they get
into packs. Fortunately that particular pack is superstitious enough to keep off this island. It's the
gas works that repel them."
     He stepped into a beam of sunlight and waved his arm down the slope at the ruins, calling the
neighbor's attention to the giant mustard vats. And several of them did seem to shrink a bit, to
retreat for succor into their huts.
     "See?" said Mr. Fukuoka, his voice returning as he gained the upper hand over the enemy.
"There were several accidents during the war, and hundreds of schoolgirls, conscripted to stir the
phosgene, died horribly. The military officials kept the details secret to avoid insurrections among
the local fisherman, who had controlled this whole arm of the sea as privateers not that long
before. It's said that many unmarked bone yards are concealed under these orange trees, and until
the records are unearthed, the guilt acknowledged, and the girls' remains identified and given
proper cremations, this place cannot be consecrated for worship. It is the one island, unique
among the eight hundred-plus in this entire godforsaken country, that has no religious structure. In
the meantime, it's as unlucky as a volcano can be, short of outright eruption. So we are safe from
the stalwart patriots next door."
     As he spoke, his voice and eyes exuded scorn for Japan. This was unprecedented in any
Nihonjin of Polly's acquaintance. Embarrassment she'd seen, even shame. Sadness and regret,
certainly, and hatred as well. But never had she encountered contempt for his or her homeland in
a Japanese.
     "You lived in America?" she asked.
     But the wince of the entire left side of his body indicated regret that he'd mentioned that place,
and a deep reluctance to discuss it further. Not surprisingly, he'd allowed himself to have bad
times there.
     How bad had his times been here?
     Polly realized that she'd been assuming, in the back of her guilt-ridden American mind, that
this sad little man was not only a native of Hiroshima City, but a hibakusha—one of those who'd
been within a kilometer of the epicenter, who must, twice yearly, for the rest of their lives, report
to the Radiation Effects Research Foundation on top of Mount Hijiyama for agonizing liver
biopsies. She hadn't studied enough of the local dialect to be able to identify Mr. Fukuoka's
origins strictly from his speech.
     As if he'd read her mind, he waved his arm into the blue distances and said, "Nobody heard a
thing except for a couple of fisherman out there." He pointed to a broad quadrant of sea water at
their feet, its greasy surface writhing, pleasure-launches and tuna boats bobbing, over the indigo
maneuvers of a Self-Defense-Forces submarine, silent and bat like.
     "I wonder if you could see the mushroom from this spot," said Polly, watching his face,
learning nothing.
     "I'm sure you could. The boilers in the, ah, munitions factory wouldn't have been stoked that
early in the morning."
      He began to stare so unblinkingly long and hard at the babies that Polly wondered if he'd had
a sudden stroke or something. She wanted to see if it was still possible to get his attention, but
shrank from touching his shoulder.

     She thought it might be a good idea to say his first name loudly and firmly into his ear, but she
didn't know it. So she decided on a kind of compromise.
     "If it's not too personal a question, Fukuoka-san," she almost shouted, "I'm curious as to what
you've chosen to be christened."
     He broke his baby-gaze long enough to glance self-consciously at her. He murmured,
"Philip."
     "Oh? After Saint Philip Neri?"
     "Philip the Deacon. Protector of orphans."
     He selected a baby to lift onto his shoulders, piggyback style. But first he primly sniffed for a
soiled diaper. This brought a resumption of jeers from the crater next door, accompanied by a
couple of flashes of light and puffs of smoke.
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Mel CLAY
from Jazz— Jail and God

Meanwhile Bob—
        on the roofs, parked cars, crashed on floors, hallways, park benches, your eyes skinned to
watch and note the first shift in the hollow center of self, that first hint of softness that he was
living his brain away, watching it burn off before his eyes to fuel the responses to all the questions
he was asking, the glimmer of what's in there down near bottom and beyond, a mirror to reflect
the crusting hard sore building over youth and innocence, his skeptic bruised head shows it's
bones and it becomes harder to connect as he exchanges identities with what he sees and edges of
questions begin to melt and lose the thrust and the mass of all of it reaches up around his thighs
with a massive weight of sea undertow and he pushes forward slower, steady, eye of the eagle
with the hidden compass holding its course.
There you are—
        Under those rags, resting in the gutter on the edge
of a great smear of light.
        Patient and waiting.

        Still as a Chinese vase you know the movement of the universe you feel under you nakedness
is propelling you towards the approaches of knowing— ride it out, laugh louder into the mouths of
demons and take shade in the wings of Angels surrounded now by forces that erase the dark,
consumed by fire past in the total burn.
        Kickass survivor.
        Eyes open but still asleep?
        Asleep with eyes open?
        Booze, grass . . . music.
        An unyielding weight on his chest, spits up nicotine and smoke and grabs for straws in the
clouds, crawls against the bedroom, against bed, against furniture, against wall and stills himself
there in the corner until there is no wall and the moves begin again, over last night's noise still
playing on his personal system, through the words meshed with faces and mouths without tongues
and fingers played up and down his spine piano.
        He reaches for balance and the wall moves out from touch and he hangs like that suspended
between the shapes of the room and outlines his mind has conjured and the wind tunnel of the
morning blows upon his searching face with all the force of his hangover imagination until his
body vanishes leaving only his mind trying to decode the sensations surrounding him in the
invisible airwaves of space.
        Splat!
        He falls, dissolves.
        Sunlight upon a mattress.
        An arm slings an arc of shadow across his eyes. Naked—only his shoes and socks—one
sock. Crumpled pages torn from a kid's school notebook.
        Wine-stained pages. POET IN NEW YORK. Underlined. Crossed out. Memorized. Lying
down he falls again with nothing to catch and the long drop into nothingness is cool chute of
release past certainty into the fears of noise shutting out the words assembling themselves across
the blanks of mind with a fierce wind blowing, wind turning to smoke, and sound, sounds from
the next room, lips around vowels making words, words bubbling from the head of the woman
sitting at the table with the small black instrument pressed to her head, growing out from her
head, black shiny wand of voice and response with a long trailing snake winding down her arm to
a coil at her feet, pressed into her head, naked at the table, long view though the opened door, the
angled arc of distance out of focus yet the voice less garbled pushes invisible words back to him,
words, then laughter, then silence, words, naked, with just a small towel pressed against the front,
blowing, twitching in the airwaves of the room, fluttering towel melt around her body like the
prophesy of ice.
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Bonny FINBERG
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Andrew GALLIX

SWEET FANNY ADAMS
Fanny Adams. Brit. informal. Noun (also sweet Fanny Adams) nothing at all (Origin
: early 20th cent. : sometimes understood as a euphemism for fuck all.)
     Granted, it could have been an airport, say, or any other point of departure for that matter, not
necessarily a railway station. Then again, I would not want you to go thinking that his choice had
been totally arbitrary, although he was, admittedly, no stranger to acts of random behaviour. It did
not have to be an overcrowded railway station, but it sort of made sense somehow.
     It's like this: your train is due to leave any minute now. You look up from your book or paper
if you are reading, that is, but I think we can safely assume that you, mon semblable, mon frère,
are reading at least one or the other, possibly even both, one after the other, or, better still,
simultaneously. You check the time on your wristwatch, the kind that they advertise in The
Economist and suchlike publications, something Swiss or German with knobs on (the more, the
merrier) which exudes manly sophistication. Just as the Red Sea parted for Moses, the door slides
open, blissfully pneumatic, to reveal a stunning Mary Poppins stacked, stockinged, sorted in a
comely knicker-skimming skirt: entrancing entrance. Being the proud possessor of a Y
chromosome, your eyes make a beeline for her A-line, zooming in on silken thighs, NordicTracktoned. While she fafs about with her umbrella (which will be left behind, of course, accidentallyon purpose like), you are at leisure to divide her putative weight in kilograms by her hypothetical
height in metres squared, thus reaching the satisfactory conclusion that the young woman¹s Body
Mass Index slots into the ideal 18 to 20 range.
     Stocky stoccado, scatty scattato, she click-clicks her way towards the only vacant space (which
just so happens to be facing you) aloft a pair of chichi cha-cha heels, whereupon her petulant
posterior takes a pew. As she crosses her endless legs with a hushed swish whoosh, the bright
young thong hitches up her skirt a notch, pinching the flimsy fabric on either side of broad hips
between manicured thumb and forefinger. At this juncture when you are about to abandon wife
and children, sail the seven seas or commit genocide because men cannot help acting on impulse
you notice that those are tear-and not rain-drops irrigating her tanned, yet still unblemished,
features.
     Ever the gentleman, or simply embarrassed, you interrupt your ornithological study and peer
out of the window which, being in dire need of a good clean, forces you to squint in the most

unsightly fashion. Now is when it happens. For a few split nanoseconds, another train pulling into
the station tricks you into believing that your train is pulling out.
     Adam Horton, 33, Caucasian, 5' 6'', underendowed, thinning on top-viewed this sensation as a
perfect metaphor of his stumbling through life like a sleepwalker on a treadmill, a pet hamster on
a wheel, or a commuter on the Circle Line. Hence the choice of a railway station over any other
leaving place. But which one? Paris offered un embarras de choix. Gare de l'Est was a definite
no-no for some obscure reason. Gare d'Austerlitz was likewise ruled out. Adam, you see, had a
passion for Waterloo Station. Watching the workers munching their lunch-break baps at the
bottom of the up escalator, eyes cast skirtwards all the while, never failed to microwave the
cockles of his little heart.
     Since childhood, he had conceived of Austerlitz as a sort of counter- or even anti-Waterloo; it
was enemy territory. This still left Gare de Lyon, built in the grandiose style—probably the most
pleasing, aesthetically. Gare St. Lazare, caught between the red-light district and the posh
department stores, scored a few brownie points. Proust's lycée was close by, as well as the Opéra
Garnier (a fine example of architectural eclecticism) and, more importantly, Marks & Sparks with
its large lingerie section where Adam often did a stint of lingering among the petticoats and
suspender belts. There was also Gare Montparnasse, where the muses hung out, free and easy.
They rode round like BMX bandits astride expensive Dutch bicycles, wearing a saucy look on
their freckly faces and precious little else, serpentine locks flailing the air.
     The area never failed to remind him of the time when he micturated on the tomb of Jean-Paul
Sartre after burying his late goldfish (Botty, short for Botticelli) in the shadow of Baudelaire's
corpse. Such fond memories. In the end, however, he had plumped for Gare du Nord which
houses the Eurostar terminal. Adam's grasp of French had greatly improved over the past twelve
months, but he was looking for a lady who spoke the mother tongue. Besides, the word "terminal"
had a certain ring to it, the finality of a full stop.
     The air hung heavy with Chaucerian expletives; dropped aitches were strewn about his feet.
Here and there, young men sporting crew cuts were reading redtops from back to front. In the
distance, a posse of senior citizens was doing the hokey-cokey. If I should die, Adam muttered,
think only this of me: that there's some corner of a foreign railway station that is forever In-gerland. And there she was.
     Sweet Fanny Adams.
     Sweet Fanny Adams and no mistake.
     Although he had never actually seen her before, he recognized her at once, and once he had
recognized her, he realized he would never see her again. After all, not being there was what she
was all about; it was the essence of her being, her being Fanny Adams and all that. As he walked
towards the bench where she was sitting pretty, Adam missed her already. Missed her bad.
"How do you do ?"
"How do I do what?"
     The imperfect stranger looked up from her slim, calf-bound volume and flashed him a bakingsoda smile, all cocky like. Their eyes met, pairing off at first sight. The earth moved, orbiting at
half a kilometre per second around her celestial globes—a couple of scalloped cupfuls with peeka-boo trimmings—in what can only be described as a return to the much-maligned Ptolemaic
system. For the first time since Mrs. Horton¹s belaboured parturition, when he was forcibly sprung
off into the world, Adam did not feel at the wrong place at the wrong time: he was back in the

bountiful bosom of Mummy Nature. A gaggle of gurgling putti glided overhead to the strains of
syrupy muzak and departing trains. All in all, it was an auspicious overture, fraught with the
promise of premise.
"Adam," said Adam, extending his right arm.
"Margarita," said Margarita, giving it a hearty shake.
     Still reeling from that initial, blinding smile, let alone the handshake, he struggled to regain his
composure.
"Have you read The Leaning Tower of Pizzas by N.E. Tchans ?"
"Is that the one which ends with an epic battle between gangs of pre-pubescent herberts bouncing
around on orange space-hoppers ?"
"Yes."
"No, but I read a review at the time."
"Well, it¹s all about this Mr. Soft Scoop geezer, right, who comes from Italy and settles down in
South London where he falls in love with a girl called Margarita."
     She was fiddling with her umbrella, a faraway look on her face. "Like you, like."
"Oh, I see, yes. Sorry, I was miles away."
"I know: that's the attraction," he sighed sotto voce, before getting a grip on himself. "Anyway,
you should check it out some time—if you're into lolloping lollipop ladies, lesbians from Lisbon,
the romance of ice-cream vans, that kind of thing."
"Sounds right up my street."
"I see it as a contemporary footnote to Dante."
"Talking of contemporary feet, mine are killing me."
"Dying on our footnotes are we? One footnote in the grave, eh? How long have you got left ?"
"Long enough to grab a bite to eat—or so says my chiropodist."
"There's an Italian just round the corner that might tickle your fancy."

"Sounds great. I feel like a pizza."
"I'm not surprised, love, with a name like that."
     Adam caught a fleeting glimpse of the dark, gaping twilight zone between Margarita's parting
thighs as she uncrossed her legs to get up. That topsy-turvy Bermuda Triangle twixt skirt and
stocking exerted a gravitational pull of such magnitude that he was sucked in, there and then,
never to re-emerge. He picked up her bulky suitcase, l'air de rien, but in his mind's X-ray eye he
could see her neatly-packed unmentionables. He was big on smalls was old Adam Horton.
"Heavy, innit ?"
"It's a burden I feel I've been carrying all my life." He turned to face her, fair and square. "This
may sound potty, but you are the hollowness inside. At last, I have found my sense of loss."
"I"m flattered," she said in Estuarine undertones, blushing a little. Her dimpled cheeks resembled
two squashed cherry tomatoes, only bigger. "I always like to be of assistance to strangers."
"After you," said Adam, bowing theatrically and showing the way with her suitcase like a
truncheon-toting gendarme stopping the traffic for pedestrians.
     He could not help noticing the shaft of light that fell on Margarita's top bottom—proof positive
that the sun shone out of her behind—before leaving the station, hot on her high heels.
     They repaired to a small, dingy restaurant nearby (which Margarita praised on account of its
"atmosphere") where Adam poured out his heart and a couple of cheap, albeit potent, bottles of
plonk. Whining and dining, in medias res.
"We are all post-Denis de Rougemont."
"Couldn't agwee maw," said Marwgawita, making a mental note never again to shpeak wiv her
mouf full. Frankly, she did not have a clue what he was going on about.
"We are the first generation to know full well that love doesn¹t last, and yet we cling to the ideal
like shit to a blanket."
She turned up her already-retroussé nose. How more retroussé can it get? he wondered.
"Maybe it's just me. The whole thing's very Oedipal, I know." Adam cringed at his attempt to
laugh it off.
"I could spank you, free of charge, if you think that might help."

"I'd rather not if it's all the same with you," he replied rather primly, his flushed face a slappedarse crimson, "but thanks for the offer. Might even take you up on it some other time. Except . . ."
Adam paused for effect.    ". . . . there won't be another time."
He sighed, staring into his bowlful of miniature bow-ties, topped up their glasses and cleared his
throat. "Love stories are like fairy tales . . ."
"Aren't they just," she interrupted, a trifle too eager.
". . . in that we know the end from the start. Only it¹s not and they lived happily ever after, is it?"
Tears welled up in her belladonna eyes.
"You know, someone should write a different kind of love story for the new
millenium. It would start with the foregone conclusion and work its way back towards the
unknown: how it all started in the first place."
"Will you write this new-fangled love story?"
"I'm writing the first pages even as we speak—with your assistance, of course."
"I like to be of assistance." She smiled a wet smile. "So that's it, then ?"
"Yes, in the beginning is our end."
     Margarita seemed in a hell of a hurry all of a sudden, even her nose was running. Where is it
running to? he wondered. To by-corners Byzantine, I¹ll be bound, and wondrous Wherevers, to
the end of the earth, at the end of its tether. Then he shrugged to himself and at it all because it
did not really matter anymore, it really did not. Whatever, yeah, right. She had relieved him of a
burden, that much was clear. In the circumstances, it did not really seem appropriate to give her a
hand with the luggage, it really did not. The suitcase constituted a clear case of unsuitability, plus
he could not be arsed. There was that too.
     It was raining when Margarita stepped out of the restaurant. Adam watched her amber
umbrella disappear from view, a Belisha beacon of hope on a dimmer switch. He scribbled a few
words on the paper tablecloth. D'elle, il ne reste que ces tagliatelles.
     The door slides open which is where you came in. You assess her golden-delicious breasts as
if you were picking apples on a market stall. You think that a man should never trust a woman
who offers him an apple, let alone two. You think that this woman's tits are perfectly identical, for
Christ's sake. Like bookends.
God knows what happens next. God and you.
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Allen HIBBARD
GETTING BACK
Musahab Kinjawi, ducking, climbed into the empty microbus, took a seat in the rear, and waited
for it to fill up before leaving for Lattakia. He had come up the night before and spent the day
with family and friends in Slunfeh, his hometown in the mountains. Now he was going back to
the city where he had a job in his uncle's shop, fitting and selling eyeglasses.
One by one the passengers got on the microbus. Most were young men like himself. Some he
knew and greeted warmly; others were strangers. Nearly all the spaces had been taken when
Musahab saw a very familiar man, dressed in suit and tie, rushing toward the bus, briefcase in
hand. It was his former history teacher at the university. Ustaz Joz al-Hindi, or Professor Coconut,
as everyone called him, playing with his real name. The man stooped and stepped into the
microbus, muttering "Salaam aleikum." The eyes of the Professor met those of Musahab, for a
brief second, betraying a hazy recognition.
A minute or two later the bus was full. The door slid closed with a thunk, and the bus began its
descent to Lattakia. Musahab collected ten lira apiece from the two other passengers in his seat
and passed them forward.
While the Professor might not have been able to place Musahab, Musahab knew the Professor
well, having spent, with hundreds upon hundreds of other students, hours upon hours listening to
his dry, pedantic lectures on the history of Arab peoples. In fact, the sight of the Professor revived
his spite and anger. He recalled the Professor's superior manner and tone, as though he were some
kind of unapproachable God. The memory of one particular incident, however, acted as an even
more powerful irritant, swelling his anger to rage. One day in class the Professor was talking
about the early days of Islam, offering the standard narrative, as though it were the only story.
Finally, Musahab, in an attempt to break the boredom and stimulate debate, raised his hand and,
when called upon, stood up.
"But sir, this is not the only way of viewing the split between the partisans of Ali and the Sunni's."
Before he could continue, the Professor broke in angrily, "What is your name? Are you
challenging what I am saying? How old are you? What do you know? Don't dare to question me
until you have read more and gotten your degree!"
Musahab sat down, silently bearing the shame of the insult. It had not been fair. He had been
beaten, and there was no recourse. Thus, very early in his life, Musahab learned that independent
thinking was rewarded with scorn, suspicion, threats and intimidation.
These matters revolved in Musahab's mind as the small white microbus wound around the rocky
steep hillsides on a warm Friday early in June. He looked, from time to time, at the back of the
Professor's head, and fumed silently.

Within fifteen or twenty minutes, as the bus approached the village of Daklhi, the road began to
flatten. Ahead, in a sultry haze, lay the coastal plain; beyond that, the Mediterranean. The air here
was heavy and moist, unlike the cool, fresh air in Slunfeh.
Just past Daklhi the microbus slowed to a stop. The passengers looked out the windows to find the
reason and, seeing a few Peugeot police cars, uniformed policemen, and quickly concluded that
this was a checkpoint. One of the policemen got on the bus and began to check passenger's
identification cards. It was merely a formality, nothing very unusual in a country where, for
security reasons, people's activities were carefully monitored and controlled.
Musahab could see that the Professor squirmed nervously as the policeman asked him for his card.
"It must be here somewhere," he said, fishing through all his pockets another time.
The policeman and the other passengers became impatient. "Come on, we don't have all day!" the
policeman said, visibly showing his irritation.
"I don't seem to have it. I must have left it in the pockets of another pair of pants. I'm sorry."
"You know you are required to have your identity card with you at all times!"
"Yes, sir, I know. But today for some reason . . . "
"What is your name?"
He gave his name.
"And where do you live?"
He told the policeman.
"And what is your profession?"
"I am a professor in the history department at the university. You perhaps have heard of me. I
have written a number of books on early Islamic history."
"No. We have not heard of you or your books. How can we be sure you are who you tell us you
are?"
Just then the Professor remembered the fellow he had seen when he first got on the bus, and
turned around.
"There! Ask this young man!" he said hopefully. "He knows me. He will tell you who I am."
The policeman turned to the young man. "Do you know this man?"
Musahab scrutinized the Professor carefully, shrugged his shoulders, and answered. "No. I'm
sorry. I've never seen him before today, when he got on the bus."
"Are you sure?"
"Yes, absolutely. I may forget a name, but I never forget a face."
The Professor looked again at the young man. He was sure he had seen him. He had probably
been one of his students. But he could not place him exactly. What class had he been in, when?
He had never known his name, so it was hopeless even to try to respond.

"I'm afraid we are going to have to hold you for questioning, Mr. Who-ever-you-are," the
policeman said to the Professor. "You can travel no farther until we are able to confirm your
identity."
As the Professor got off the bus he cast one last glance at the young man in the back seat. He
thought he detected a smile on his face.
***
Within a few hours, after calls had been made to his wife and the dean of faculty, and the identity
card had been brought to the station, the Professor was released. During the embarrassing and
humiliating situation the face of the young man had, over and over again, appeared in his mind.
"He is the source of my troubles," the Professor said to himself. "He did this purposefully, as
some kind of malicious prank, and must not be allowed to get away with it."
Thus, he began to plot his revenge. He had first to determine the identity of the young man. This
he did, using the customary, available channels at the university. The report soon came back to
him:
Musahab Kinjawi, a member of the party, graduated from the History Department three years ago.
Working now at Kinjawi Optics.
Living at ______________.
The Professor became obsessed with the idea of revenge. He took a reconnaissance mission, under
the cover of night, finding the room the young man lived in-a single-story ramshackle house down
a dirt road, on the outskirts of town. He was careful not to be observed as he scouted out the
scene.
But what to do? All he wanted to do was scare him, he concluded. Nothing more. Let him know
he has enemies, but conceal their identity. That, the Professor knew from his own experience,
produced a most unnerving psychological condition, one that virtually paralyzed all thought and
action. There was no way to combat it, or protect yourself.
The Professor made preparations. One night, with gloves, a knife, and note reading "watch your
step," the Professor made his way to the home of his quarry. He climbed over the wall and crept
toward the open window of Musahab's room. The light was on. From a radio or a tape came the
seductive, melancholy voice of Feiruz. Fortunately, nobody else seemed to be at home, or in the
vicinity. The Professor put on the pair of gloves, carefully punctured the note with the point of the
knife, and slid it down to the hilt. He then peered over the window ledge. The room had a
distinctively yellow tint. A small bed with crumpled covers was against the left wall; on the floor
to the right laid a few piles of dirty clothes, and scattered books and papers beside a small desk
and chair. Directly ahead was a place to hang clothes, and the door leading into the hallway. The
walls were bare except for a poster of Arnold Schwarzeneggar, with sharp jutting jaw and bulging
biceps and crotch, and what appeared to be a car advertisement with three bikinied blondes sitting
on the hood of a red convertible, a sandy beach in the background. Musahab was sitting on the
bed, bowl in hand, eating a kind of "maqlubi," a dish of rice, chicken and eggplant, with nuts
scattered on top. Waiting for the young man to finish his meal, the Professor reviewed in his mind
his getaway plans. Leap over the wall, jog to the right, down a dim alley, to the right again, then
left, then right, backtracking to a main artery where he could hop a bus or hail a cab. Musahab
would be stunned, and it would take him some time to collect his thoughts and begin his pursuit.
This, at least, was what he was counting on.
Musahab finally finished his dinner, put his plate down, and walked to the other side of the room.
This was his chance, the Professor determined. He stood up, holding the knife in his right hand
like a paper airplane, and took aim at the Schwarzeneggar poster. The muscular chest. Just as the

Professor let the missile fly, Musahab stepped to the left, as though to shield the powerful paper
image. A horrifying scream punctured the quiet night as the knife blade struck and penetrated a
taut surface of skin, driving deep into the heart of the body.
Dazed by fear and horror, the Professor turned to escape. "Oh, my God!" he thought. "What have
I done?" What will happen to me now? This is not what I intended!"
He leapt over the wall, to the back, and slipped down the alley, under the cover of night. Right.
Left. Then right again. Quickly, but not so much as to call attention to himself. He felt the
remnants of a scream, yet could not tell whether the ringing was in his ears or in his throat.
Perhaps someone was already there by now. He didn't think anyone had seen him, but was not
absolutely sure. Fear seized him. What had happened to the young man? What if he was dead?
This sickening thought made his stomach tighten.
He would have to wait until tomorrow and see if it was reported in the papers. And, would anyone
suspect him? Had he left any tracks? There were the questions he had asked about the young
man. He thought of running away, leaving Lattakia, but only concluded that would only draw
attention to him. He would simply have to wait, wait and try to act as normal as possible.
An empty cab was approaching as the Professor reached the main street. He put his arm out and
the taxi slowed to pick him up. He might just get away with it, he thought to himself as he got in
the cab and gave the driver his address.

Then again . . .
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gregory corso
1930-2001
CROSSING THE MERIDIAN
-For Gregory Corso
Answer me now as I ask
you this concrete question
Nothing more than this
can be read
your zebra of consciousness
if I retell the past quicker
than you can answer it
a woman has died
a man has died
a man has died and the
quiet toll of cloud
bells
encompassing politics &
sex answers me now
nights of wooden eyes
forging flesh upon the backs
of galaxies
your elixir of drunken glass
is it not enough to stretch once
yawn and return to your dull
eternity of orange juice afternoons?
The voices have stopped
inside my head...
I visited you in zoos
caged poet gargling your
brilliant passageways
choose one now
we can't return from whence
we came
I will be there someday to awaken
you from
your sleep of neon & vestibules
hoping to reach you long distance
as we all must face the fact...
Weird czar of the infinite and evening
the long hallway yawns before us
& my phone bill has become the
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only poem I now know
I toss these verbs to the birds
in the park
rise across the ages
your freedom has...
You've now become a soft solo
of spring rain
floating home to Italy
reaching finally what
you fatally murmered
I've erased my ears replacing them
with the panic of reality...
I hope to catch you in the horse
latitudes
saxophonic traveler
of frozen sands.
-Larry Sawyer
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IRONY ROAD,
The Fly By Night Tour

Keith—
Gearing up for the Nolan "Fly By Night" tour. Exciting, frightening at the same time. It is quite an
undertaking, twenty days on the road. Did I tell you I'm taking young Patrick with me? He'll be my
roadie/secretary/sorcerer's apprentice/ photographer/ gofer/ book salesman and ballast. And he'll be my
touch of irony, too. Bringing a dyslexic on a reading tour . . . I'm long on irony these days. Actually I'm
hoping he'll benefit from the trek to the far French Northeast to meet the shadows of my almost
forgotten ancestors. And too, the stopover at Gerry's in Indiana—my brother's sure to reinforce that
he's been spawned into a weird life warp. He's wasting time in school so he might as well come along
with me and learn something, anything. Of course the school's all for it . . . he's not there to remind
them that they're not doing much for him. Hey, they're even going to give grade credit for taking the trip!
Anyway, the tour starts the 7th at the Portofino Cafe in Pacific Grove where Leonard and I are doing a
poetry/blues thing, on the train the 9th and in Denver the evening of the 10th, gig at Naropa the 11th,
back on the train the evening of the 12th, change trains in Chicago the afternoon of the 13th and then
change trains the afternoon of the 14th in Albany for Montreal where I arrive that evening, stop over till
the morning of the 17th when we entrain for NYC and arrive that evening, read on the 18th, leave the
morning of the 20th and arrive in Indy the morning of the 21st, stop over till the morning of the 24th
when we take the final leg back and arrive the evening of the 26th. Whew!
Ed Friedman's hunting up a place for me to stay while I'm in NYC. Andrei will be staying at the
Barbazon courtesy of some "ethics foundation" —he has his own touch of irony. Hope to visit with
some folks while I'm there, and definitely getting tickets for the Matisse show. I have an extra day in
New York because the train I'm taking to Indianapolis only leaves three times a week—the scenic route
through DC, Baltimore, and West Virginia. Looking forward to the gig in Boulder, too, and getting
together with Anselm. Be great if the three of us could renku while I'm there. We could actually write
one that doesn't take six months or longer! Your card says you're in the 80's, but just checked today's
national weather and there's been quite a drop in temps—a little sprinkling of snow, too? Here, the
annual Black Bart Fest in Duncan Mills next weekend—LaVoie due to show for that (we're the doggerel
contest judges). Putting together my "Fly By Night" souvenir program—Gail copying the pages at
school and just sent the cover art to the printer—an interesting mélange of old and new stuff. We'll get

everything assembled just under the wire as usual. I hate to travel but I don't mind a journey.

11/2 Monday, Monte Rio.
Sunday's Horoscope, favorable for the week: "November brings the importance of friends, groups,
clubs, etc. into the major arena of your life. This week you call the shots. Later? Anything can happen.
Nothing is quite what it seems, but an unfulfilled dream can come true."

Art equals selfishness

11/3 Tuesday.
The reality of the journey looms, tethered by an inside tip yet to be confirmed—or the calm before the
storm. Clinton & Gore for the next four—The winds of change begin to blow . . . or is it just a lot of hot
air?

                My bubble about to burst
            once I swore I would never
                travel the irony road again

11/4 Wednesday.
"I don't like to travel but I don't mind a journey" will be the unofficial theme of this particular trip. Tension
of suspense unrelieved but there's always tomorrow—who knows—ego does funny inexplicable
things—a lesson every second for those willing to listen.

                                         Collecting the loose pages
                                    I've built my life around
                                        heaped in no particular order
                                looking for the string that
                                will bind it all together

                                the relation of minutia
                            to the bigger picture
                                a unified theory of me
                            among the scattered galaxies
                            of sense and nonsense

11/5 Thursday.
I wasn't misinformed: received a $2k grant from the Sonoma County Community Foundation! Spent too
much time going over my writing—like an optical illusion, once you see "through" it, it's hard to go back
to the original illusion—i.e., it sucks! Ego does funny inexplicable things.

                                                First you're up
                                     then you're down
                                            the wave of creativity
                                       you ride it or you
                                       get sucked under

11/6 Friday.
Patrick is attentive as I once again go over the details of our adventure. He's hearing the myths of my
childhood in more detail. My grandmother's grocery store, the horse drawn delivery wagon, my many
uncles and aunts, all with odd-sounding French names. He's sitting among the piles of clothes his
mother has laid out for the trip. He doesn't really appreciate the building momentum. Soon we'll be
uprooted, on the fly, on our own. I'm obviously more excited than he is.

                                        Not enough time to take
                            care of all the tiny details
                                what am I forgetting

11/7 Saturday, Monterey.
Practiced approximately four hours with Leonard for the gig—sounded very good—there's potential.
The reading poorly attended but we put on a great show. Forgot to bring my long poem, "Ode To
Woman," to the reading, so essentially muffed the second set. Improvised and even that went well as
planned, "Ode" would have been a showstopper. Of course, you need an audience to accomplish such
a feat, and that was sorely lacking. The irony is that you don't need a big audience to be satisfied with
your performance. Those in attendance are mostly friends with whom the bond is strengthened, a
sharing we've participated in over the years. And now Patrick can witness first hand what his old man
lives for. Linda gets it all down on video. Leonard and I duet on Jimmy Reed's "Goin' to New Yawk" as
if we've been doing it forever and the crowd goes wild, relatively speaking. The club owner seems more
disappointed than we are at the poor turn out. I thought we were great!

                                    View the video
                                into the wee hours
                                    among moans of wretched
                                                    self-consciousness
                                we laugh at ourselves
                                        too fat too old
                    and too late
                                            should there be a thought
                    other than just enjoy
                                stupid and satisfied

11/8 Sunday, Oakland.
Partly cloudy, mild. Strange dream in which food poisoning is the main feature. G'bye to Leonard &
Linda, go by Sally's new digs where the nasturtiums are sunny and bright. Sally says she would have
loved to hear the "Ode To Woman" but is sure she'll hear it next time she catches my reading. Then it's
time to strap in for the drive to the Bay area. The reflection is gray, a typical morning (day) after. Spend
night in San Leandro with in-laws.

11/9 Monday, Oakland to Salt Lake City.

Clear, cool, full moon. I don't like to travel but I don't mind a journey. Patrick is calm but wide-eyed,
alert to his surroundings, the train a novelty. For now. How long before the boredom sets in.
Lunch. The food is pretty bad. Will try to eat as few meals as possible on board. Dinner isn't much
better either, so we've resolved to avoid the dining car if we can. Time to reflect, read, write. Not much
schoolwork attempted today but as the novelty wears off some work might get done. So far, we've
concentrated mainly on bookkeeping and basic (very basic) journal entries. We'll take it slow. For my
part I worry and fret about the road ahead, both on this journey and in general. I garrison myself with
feelings, or am done so by them. There is a terrible estrangement in my life that I've come to dread.
Something to ponder as the landscape flits by, bleak, anonymous, going through the motions, objective
to a fault, subjective to a truth. Dismayed and thinking only of myself.

11/10 Tuesday, Salt Lake City to Denver.
Started off cloudy, turned to snow. Fitful sleep. Dreamed I had big discussion with Roger Ebert, the film
critic. Can't remember which movies we discussed but we did so in detail and he was impressed by my
incisive, knowledgeable comments.

Broke off part
of back left molar
on a peanut
                falling apart
                bit by bite
                I dreamt
something very similar
                eons ago
                make the connection
            with destiny

                        *

                         Where the river narrows
                    debris has gathered water
                        churns white capped sage
                    along the bank tops also dusted

                    with snow and the distant peaks
                        *

                    Bare tree line
            furrowed snowy fields
                barn green year round
            serene empty white expanse
            but no, a horse, a horse!

                abandoned box hives
                 sit in tall grass nothing but
                    meadows of snow flowers
                bare yesterday limbs balance
                layers of snow graciously

                        *

                     Late evening's white
                and black's fading beauty
                    here on the Alzheimer's Express
                    the American male carries
                    his baggage above the belt

Train hours late arriving in Denver, passengers restless.
Memorable about that stretch is that the kitchen broke down and Amtrak was obliged to provide every
passenger on board with free lunch and dinner; deli-sandwich and in the evening The Colonel.
There are lines for the pay phones among the milling masses of obviously exasperated travelers. No
one answers the number I have to call and I assume they are on their way. Minutes later Ivan and
Keith arrive, slightly bemused by the chaos.

11/11 Wednesday, Denver/Boulder.
Lunch with Anne, dinner with Anselm; what more do I need? Catch the bus to Boulder with Keith. Great
view of the Rockies. Grand tour of Naropa. Interesting that such a place should exist. College students
are pretty much the same the world over—young. Met many new faces.

                At the Cambodian
            restaurant Anne takes
                us two for lunch
            strange dishes never
            before encountered
                wrinkle Patrick's nose
            wary of the appetizer
                    a reddish cream soup
            flecked with bits of gold
                            which tastes "ok" and relieved
            when the waiter removes it
                    but when the main course
                                arrives guess what
                        he ordered the same soup
            only a lot more of it

The reading, ah, the reading . . . got very emotional on a couple of poems and that affected the reading
. . . I'm not that great a reader anyway. The audience is mainly Anne and Anselm's students so they're
well aware of all the allusions and asides.
I can't say I wasn't very well received. I just don't do this kind of thing enough to be all that confident
about my performance. Anselm's appreciative guffaws at some of my more obscure puns make it all
worthwhile. But as usual, for me, the best part of a reading is when it's over and I can feel a part of the
poetry continuum. Like I belong.

11/12 Thursday, Denver to Fort Michigan.
Out to lunch on the Matisse tickets—I procrastinated and lost. Will try another angle. Cindy Dach takes
some poems for Bombay Gin, the student magazine. I should review the poems for NYC based on
what I learned from the reading last night.

                    That little fizzle
                when expectations and reality
                        come face to face
                    called disappointment
                       can't let it overcome me
                        after all
                    there's always that
                        bolt of the wondrous
    and unexpected
                I won't hold my breath

Obviously a day for disappointment. Anselm a no show for lunch due to a miscommunication. Spend a
good part of the day on hold. Haunt bookstores with Keith, looking for rare or first editions. Patrick tags
along, lags behind. What are books to a dyslexic but the boundaries of an inaccessible world? I give
him some antihistamine to staunch his runny nose. We walk all over old town Boulder and take
pictures of the older more interesting buildings. Finally, the altitude and the medication take its toll.

                            In yet another
                        book bone yard
                            the shelves stuffed
                        with cracked spines
                        boxes overflowing
                            with paper bound
                    rubble underfoot
                            in the midst of this

                        paginated entropy
                        an old overstuffed
                        ratty armchair
                    where he settles
                the bookstore cat
    purring in his lap
    and conks out

Later, back in Denver, spend time till departure gassing with Ivan about anything and everything.
Names drop like hailstones. He wants to do a whole issue of The New Censorship featuring my work.
Also showered with back issues of the magazine and a little 9X11 b&w oil. He would have given more
but it just won't fit in our bags. Takes us to a bar for burgers where a letter from Neal Cassady to his
parole officer is displayed in a glass case. Ivan is quite an amazing character, the model for Ellmore
Leonard's Chilie Palmer, a genius and a dynamo, but pulled in many directions at once. I wish him
peace. Jam for the station, minutes to spare.

11/13 Friday, Fort Morgan to Chicago.
Ah, the inauspicious 13th, bane of the superstitious traveler. The journey continues. The vast nothing of
the great American desert. Up close, probably as fascinating as any place in the world. From a passing
train, big empty boring. Thank goodness for sleep. Patrick has the right idea. I try to read or write.
Manage only to worry. He patches his psyche with dreams. And even as he sleeps, he grows. Or does
he sleep because he's growing? As tall as me now and just into his teens. The two are connected, I'm
certain. His lethargy is sullen. I can't get him interested in any of the projects we had planned: keeping
a journal (language), mapping our journey (geography), and accounting for our expenses (math).
These are the fantasies of a parent, that our children will accept the wisdom of our experience. No
such luck. I finally get him to take pictures through the train window.

The Cubism of small
Midwestern towns oblique angles
Protestant church spires
block upon block
square brick buildings

Two hours late into Chicago. Much panic about missing their connection among the passengers. The
train attendants are wearily resigned to the fact that we'll get in late. They hold the connection 40
minutes for us.

11/14 Saturday, Chicago to Montreal (& Sorel).
Snow squalls through Ohio and Pennsylvania. Real stuff, not like the cute snow coming through
Colorado. This stuff is serious, drifts between cars on the way to the diner for breakfast. These Eastern
accents are friendly, not the sullen vacancy of Western passengers. Out the window, a thicket of
wilderness in upstate New York in a dusting of the season's first flurries. Detrain at Schenectady—try
saying that with a mouthful of granola—for our connection to Montréal.

                                                    Should I be surprised
                                            there are living talking laughing
                                people in this world,
    could I be one of them?
    maybe but not so easily

From Schenectady to St. Lambert across the border, up along the shores of Lake Champlain, a brilliant
maple landscape out of Cooper's Deerslayer, an easy ride filled with apprehension. What am I getting
into? Waves of sentimentality overtake me. Arrive in Sorel from St. Lambert with my aunt's friend.
Realize how lousy my French is.

    Just because you
    say a word
                                            with a French accent
doesn't necessarily
                                        mean something in French

Sometimes I feel like Cajun man. My aunt's friend, Simon, a gracious man in his seventies, is more at
ease with me than my relatives. At Madeleine's house, Francoís and his wife, Marcelle, are waiting
there too. There is a little uneasiness on their part, a little hesitance, as if to ask, "Why is he here?"
Maybe I should ask myself the same question. It's terrible to have all this sentiment and not have the

words to put it in—frustrating not being able to speak the eloquent tribute of my thoughts. On the other
hand I've descended on them like a ghost from the past. Who knows what wounds and memories I've
opened. I am maybe a pebble in their otherwise calm oyster. Perhaps my journey here was purely
selfish (little doubt about that). At any rate, they should remember my visit here as one that meant well
no matter how badly spoken it was. Patrick and I are to spend the night at my Aunt Therese's. Driving
there and passing through the old part of town, I recognized landmarks almost immediately. The
building that once housed my grandmother's store still standing. The fork in the road that leads to my
Aunt's house, the large warehouse that used to house my Uncle's bottling plant looms, shadowy
beyond the streetlight, as the car pulls up to stop, no longer just a memory.

                                            One early memory
                                    me in blue shorts
                                            a few sous in hand
                                    (first born always
                                    showered with coin
                                            by their uncles)
                                    and the aroma of
                                            fresh baked French
                                        bread at this very
                                        fork in the road

11/15 Sunday, Sorel.
Wake to the nagging question of what am I doing here. A steady stream of relatives calls or drops by.
An interesting development. And the closeness of family makes itself known. A closeness that could
suffocate if you let it. But for the brief time I'm here, it's a wonderful warm feeling that I've yearned for
since I left thirty years ago. One thing about these French Canadians is their irrepressible humor and
word play—the banter is almost non-stop. This bodes well for my sense of where I get it. I grew up with
the love for verbal play. It must be something that's common in large families. First my Uncle Jacques
calls and welcomes me back to the land of my birth. The next thing I know he's at the door and we're
having coffee together. That's how the day begins. After coffee, it's off to Marcelle and Francoís' for an
unbelievable midday feast: la tortelle (a meat pie), turkey, cloud-like mashed potatoes, peas, glazed
carrots, two kinds of wine and that incomparable Canadian beer. And spruce beer (bier de pin), a taste
that puts root beer or ginger ale to shame, so I get to taste my childhood here as well. Not to mention
the wonderful attention and conversation of my family. But, boy, is my French lousy! And it's incredibly
frustrating not to be able to say what I mean. How I've missed them, how much I love them all and
what a vast emptiness it is not to have the closeness of their large family. Without realizing it, it is
something I have yearned for all my life, the steadfastness, the security of familial associations. Is that

why I'm a poet? My heart, my soul sings to bridge the gap, the emptiness I feel without them. They are
so dear to me that it brings me to tears. They are the great love, the great emotion of my life. I could
never forget them. I will never forget them.

11/16 Monday, Sorel.
Such sentiment, but I keep it to myself. I repeat myself. I don't particularly care to but as I visit each
new person, a relative I haven't seen in thirty years, I tell them the same stories over and over; stories
of my travels, stories of my childhood memories, stories of my children. My French is becoming more
fluent though there are still huge gaps in my vocabulary. Today, Simon takes us on a tour of Sorel and
the old part of town, some of the buildings over 350 years old. The metal roofs, the wrought iron street
side balconies and porches speak of another culture, another country. All this in the search of post
cards of la ville de mon enfance and all to no avail. There are card depicting Montréal or Quebec but
none featuring this tiny, historic town. My relatives were thoroughly disgusted. Imagine not one post
card of the place, and we went to every store, even to the new mall on the edge of town. Nothing. What
if a tourist came through town? He would have nothing to send to his poor mama . . . and so the talk
goes on to spiraling heights and I try to keep up as clumsy as my Quebecoís is. We visit Therese, my
uncle Gille's widow. Then back to the other Therese's for lunch of pate chinois that is really a hash of
potatoes, ground beef and corn. Standard fare as I remember. Later that afternoon we visit Lucille who
lives across the street from St. Pierre's, the oldest church in town, and also where, I am told, my
mother was married. We take pictures, for our own post cards. And still later we've been invited to
Jacques' for supper and more nonstop gabbing. After a couple of glasses of wine, my French seems to
improve. I meet my cousins for the very first time, young men and women curious as to who these
travelers whom they've heard of before but never thought they'd meet, might be. Return later with
Simon to Madeleine's to spend the night. Leave tomorrow. Snow predicted.

11/17 Tuesday, Montreal to New York City.

                                Temperature
                                            in the teens
                                            a light overnight
                                    snow has glazed
                                    the lawn a few
                                flakes still to drop

                                                         lazily onto the finger of his
                                        glove his tongue
                                    also in his teens
                                    his first snowfall

It begins with snow on the drive from Sorel and then on the train back down along Lake Champlain, the
grass and trees flecked with snow to add to their particular beauty. Ice slowly forms on ponds and the
water in ditches. It's that cold. Snow still falling as daylight fails. Apprehensive as we approach New
York City. Its reputation and my memory of it overwhelm me. I feel the tightening in my back and neck.
What will be waiting for us?

                                    The click clack
                of wheel on rail speaks
                                                        to me in French
                quatre-vingts
                quatre-vingts

Taxi to Brooklyn, the turbaned driver knows the way to Bob Hershon's, a pleasant two-story
brownstone. Bob, older than I had imagined from his phone voice, affable, congenial, and his wife,
Donna Brook, welcomes us. I'm beat, and relieved.

11/18 Wednesday, New York City.
The big day. Awake to sirens wailing blocks away. What should I expect? Home alone. Bob and Donna
at work. I steel myself to venture out onto the streets of Manhattan. Subway from Brooklyn easy
enough. Patrick is agog at the sheer humanity. He is suddenly very animated, awake, eyes wide open,
an easy grin. "I could live here," he states to no one in particular. That the projects are just down the
street from where we're staying is cool, just like in his rap songs. This place is alive.
St. Mark's much the way I remembered. Ditto the Lower East Side. Pick up the check for the reading.
Meet Gillian McCain and Ed Friedman, chat briefly, but the air is very professional, impersonal, as if
we've interrupted their work. This is The Poetry Project, isn't it? Walk to bank and cash check. Still
apprehensive. Unable to connect with Andrei. Catch subway to Brooklyn. Bob gets home from work
and we have a scotch. I have to admit I'm feeling a little nervous about the reading but then who
wouldn't—St. Mark's is about the most important venue for eccentric poets there is.

                                        A handful of keys
                                    Bob's had his car
                                                    stolen twice
                                    recovered both times
                                    the trunk lock's
                                        been punched and's
                                replaced by a special
                                        lock the door locks
                                    as well heavy duty
                                    one shuts off the alarm
                                            one for The Club
                                        on the steering wheel
                                                and one across the brake
                                        and clutch now which
                                        one's the ignition

Finally, after a great meal at the famous Second Avenue Deli across the street (pastrami sandwich and
mushroom and barley soup), St. Mark's is starting to fill up. I step outside for some air and to collect
myself. Andrei and company approach out of the mist. Ah, mon ami, we meet again. Then Maureen
comes striding up. Be still my heart. A hug, a peck on the cheek. Andrei wants his turn. And so we're all
together again at last. The communion of souls, kindred spirits, wordless, happy, a bright ring of energy
surrounds us, binds us in a way no other association can.
I'm surprised by Ed Friedman's introduction. It's fantastic! Me, I'm nervous. My mouth is dry. I drink a lot
of water. I read. I sweat. I stink. This is truly a tough crowd. No snickers, giggles, or guffaws in the
appointed places. What am I doing wrong? I plod through my poems, each one seeming more leaden,
more lackluster than the previous one. I'm starting to suffocate. Then it's over. Milling around during the
break, I feel my eyes glaze over. People come up to me and comment on the reading. Mostly positive. I
don't know what to think. I can't think. I don't think. Andrei reads a selection of poems that appeared in
the latest Exquisite Corpse. Then he reads some poems from Belligerence. He reads too little, and too
soon, it's over for him, too.
After hanging around St. Mark's, shifting from foot to foot, waiting for everyone to leave and Ed and
Gillian to close things up, we wander like puffs of smoke, in twirling eddies of conversation toward the
bar for the after-the-reading drinks. Imagine a crowd of writers pirouetting across 10th St. and straying

across 2nd Ave. oblivious to anything but themselves. The Ukrainian Club accepts us en masse. There
was only one customer at the bar when we walked in. Much milling and positioning, boots
commandeered, sycophants arranged in semi-circles around the stars. I stick to one end of the bar and
talk shop with Maureen. Too soon, the evening ends. Donna wants to go home.

                                            Ah yes, Aphrodite
        Trystakissme!
        the goddess of parted lips
                            at her altar I pray
                            eyes closed await
            the breathy
                            moist soft and sweet touch
                                she's occupied
            at the moment implying
                                        that I get a life
                    she doesn't have a clue
                she is that life
                    I her fervent devotee
                                        at her altar I pray
                        eyes closed await
            the breathy
                            moist soft and sweet touch
                                    that's just the beginning

11/19 Thursday, New York City.
It's over. And I'm glad. A day to kill, a day to reflect. We walk across the Brooklyn Bridge, in
remembrance of Hunce Voelcker. Many pics taken. Get confused as to which subway train to get on.
Two gruff types, obviously veterans of the underground system step forward like Mutt and Jeff guardian
angels and point us in the right direction. We ride the Staten Island ferry and get some cheap shots of
Lady Liberty as well as the world's most crowded skyline. But finally, too beat to even attempt the
museums, give up and return to Brooklyn. Maybe it's good I didn't get those Matisse tickets. Take
aspirin and listen to some Aretha therapy on the headphones. Brood, pine; I'm too old for these

feelings. My path straight, narrow, paved in concrete. Yet. Bob and Donna take us for terrific Chinese
food in Brooklyn—"deepest Brooklyn" as Bob calls it. Back at the flat, a late night call makes it all too
precise and too clear. "Johanna's not here." I must have dialed the wrong number. I am a fool aren't I?

11/20 Friday, New York City to somewhere in West Virginia.
Up at 4 am. No reason. Bob and I agree. I am an anxious traveler. Get to Penn station an hour ahead
of time. Once entrained, I feel I can "relax". Newark, Philly, Baltimore, DC and its monuments, snap,
snap. The dingy bricks of Virginia's countryside recall another odyssey so many years ago—"I'm much
younger than that now." Post cards caught up. I'm on the return loop, Indiana here I come! More Aretha
therapy into the midnight hour. So wound up I could use a cigarette and I haven't smoked in 20 years!

11/21 Saturday, Indianapolis to Nashville, Indiana.
Arrival in Indy delayed, freight train derailed on track ahead, have to detour. Anticipate shower and
horizontal position. One thing about riding the train on the grand tour like this is that you encounter the
regional types: the Westerner, Midwesterner, Northeasterner, Atlantic Coaster, etc, each with their own
specific genotype and mannerism. Unlike flying, you meet a lower (poorer) class of people but
altogether friendlier. A freight train passes going in the opposite direction. The sound that our
interception (meeting) makes is that of an anguished cry. My sentiments exactly. Train derailment costs
two hours. Rain in Indianapolis, the brick crypt of the Midwest. Nancy there to pick us up and take us to
Gerry, minding his shop like a trap door spider, only stepping out for a smoke. The shop is his life now.
Sure is good to see him.

11/22 Sunday, Nashville.
Spend the day puttering around Gerry's shop. Tornado warning reports on the radio. Gerry's not
worried. The media fuels tornado hysteria on a slow news day. His opinion at least. Later, check into a
B & B. Gerry comes up and talks more business. Slowly but surely, he is being successful. He has an
intuitive sense of what he is doing. Watch TV News tornado damage.

11/23 Monday, Nashville.
A good night's sleep. Still tired, a peripheral exhaustion. Shopped for the trip back. Select the gifts for
the family from Gerry's unique display of wares. His gift to me is Mississippi culture stone parrot pipe,
circa 1200 A.D. Talk more business. Supervise math homework. Dinner and more long, philosophical,

and economic rambles. The tornado of the previous day was more serious than Gerry thought.

11/24 Tuesday, Nashville, Indiana to somewhere in Nebraska.
Another restless night. Up at six thirty. Breakfast at 7. Gerry joins us for coffee. Nancy drives to Indy.
Train leaves promptly. A relief to be underway again. Call Gail, get the tragic news about Nikki. I feel
for Marge and Fred. She was their life. They protected her, sheltered her and now she's taken from
them. A freak accident. So sad. Unspeakably so. Certainly underscores our transitory existences, our
vulnerability to chance occurrences, and the foolishness of the belief that these things only happen to
others. There is no set or predetermined life span. Now you see me, now you don't. For this reason
then I should determine to live life, every moment to the fullest and not sweat the small stuff. Catch the
Zephyr from Chicago.
More thoughts on loss. Reading Graves' autobio, I think that Death is the artilleryman randomly firing
his shells at a grid populated with people. The shells explode and kill and maim. Sometimes there is
only one victim, other times there are many. Profound, n'est-ce pas? I guess I'll always be a
malcontent. Dissatisfied with my lot, no matter what. Even when I catch the gold ring, eventually I come
to believe it to be brass. The difficulties of life don't cease once you've won the prize. It is only the
bright bangle on your otherwise dreary existence. All this to say that we have no control over the
insignificant blips we call our lives. If we can live with them with humor and latitude, we are way ahead.
But fools that we are, narrowness and pettiness rule, and we can't see beyond the clod we kick up with
the toe of our shoe.

11/25 Wednesday, Somewhere in Nebraska to somewhere in Utah.
Bright sun glare off snow blanket. Grain stubble adds a touch of straw color. Pass through whistlestops—icicles glitter from the platform eaves. Set watch to Mountain Time, Denver morning, and
digging out from under a big snow dump. What can I do with these words? I'm just too imperfect to be
loved the way I want to be loved—big sigh. I want someone with intelligence but someone like that
could never remain blind to my faults for very long. Stark lightning struck tree bald eagle perch. Recall,
in my fitful sleep, dreamed Allen Ginsberg was teaching kindergarten at the old Monte Rio School. Not
too many details except that he read a Jack Kerouac poem that made me cry.

            A drunk prowls
            the aisles annoying woman
            causing a commotion

            falling from side to side
            side from car to car
            trains stops
            at a crossing in No Where, Utah
            where in the glare
            of headlights deputies
            take him into custody

11/26 Thursday, Somewhere in Utah to Monte Rio.
Wake to Pacific time, the flat scrub of Nevada high desert already two hours behind schedule. No one
is surprised. The hope is that we can make up an hour of that. Back on home turf but once your feet
leave the ground you never land back on the same spot. Explain why on the flattest expanse the train
shakes the most. Anticipate return to domestic routine, how lethal that is to the creative imperative. It is
duty and to that I've become accustomed. Gold beauty of the river bottom lands among the stark gray
bluffs, the grasses heavy with seed and cottonwood along the steam whose leaves cling, even this late
in the year and glow. Once in California there's no mistaking that sky, cloudy or blue, and the light,
delight. The deciduous forests are gorgeous in the waning light contrasting with the evergreens. The
last miles are typically and interminably the longest.

11/27 Friday, Monte Rio.
I can't remember what the gingko leaf symbolizes in Japanese literature but when I get home from the
trip and walk around the yard to reacquaint myself with my garden, a breeze picks up and blows these
two leaves off the tree. I save them. They're so beautiful, so golden. Like the moments we spent
together.

            Fine with me
                        my ride insists we leave but
                        keeps stopping to socialize
                        I get kissed good-bye
                        over and again
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